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In Our 90th Year

ROUTE OF
SUPER TANKER

Dennis Taylor Is
Robertson Speaker

MANHATTAN
NORTHWEST

Dennis Taylor, principal, was
the speaker at the meeting of
the Robertson School ParentTeacher Association held on
Monday, September 15, at seven
p.m. at the school.

TERRITORIES

Taylor spoke on "Orientation". Rev. Stephen Maaak, president, presided.
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Two persons were reported
injured in a car and truck collision last night at 8:05 p.m. at
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NORTHWEST PASSAGE—Here is the pattern of Northwest Passage forged by the giant icebreaker-tanker Manhattan, a dream of man for five centuries. The lure of oil in Alaska
brought it about. The 1,0021foot, 108,440-ton tanker left Chester, Pa., Aug. 24,

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
The great ingenuity of the
American husband came to the
forefront yesterday evening.
The dryer quit working and
great was the consternation at
our house. Calls of, call the
electrician went up and the
mountains of wet clothes grew
higher.
Well now, we welled, let's go at
this problem with logic, as Mr.
Spock says.
Our kaan intuition led us to
the fuse box after we had ascertained that the dryer was
plugged in as it should be.
Right off the bat, we saw what
was wrong. The fuse was blown.
We just get in our little car
rod go to the store, get us a
couple of fuses, put them in
the fuse holder and low and
behold the dryer worked again.
You just can't beat an American husband when the chips
are down.

Young Democrats
Set Fund-Raising
Dinner For Saturday
The Kentucky Young Democrats plan to sponsor a fund
raising dinner in Lexington,
Kentucky this Saturday, Sep
tember 20, at the Phoenix Hotel
following
the
immeadiately
Kentucky-Indiana football game
according to a spokesman fox
the local Young Democrats
club.
The fund-raiser will include
a reception at 6:00 p.m. (EST)
and the dinner to follow at
7:30 p.m. (EST).
Featured speaker will be
Senator Birch Bayh of Indiana
along with former Kentucky
Governor, Edward T. Breathitt,
Lt. Governor, Wendell Ford and
several Kentucky congressmen
and other state officials.
Funds raised by the dinner
will be used to hire a full-time
secretary for the Kentucky
Young Democrats and to defray other expenses of the club.
Tickets for the dinner are
$10.00 each and are available
to Democrats of all ages. Tickets may be obtained locally oy
contacting the President of the
Calloway County Young Demo.
crats, Ronnie Jackson at 4354841, Secretary, Saundra Jones,
753-7154 or Mary Jane Little.
ton, Chairman of the Calloway
County Democratic Party at
753-552S

Curtis Crouch
Passes Away
Curtis Crouch of Lynn Grove
was claimed by death Tuesday
at 10:57 a. m. at the Veterans
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn. His
death at the age of 75 followed,an extended illness.
The deceased was born March 14, 1894, to the late Jeff
Crouch and Laura Fain Crouch.
He was a member of the Goshen United Methodist Church
and was a Vetran of World War
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Verdie Miller Crouch of Lynn
Grove; five sisters, Mrs. Clara
Rogers and Mrs. Robbye Wilson of Murray Route One, Mrs.
Iva Cohoon, 806 North 18th
Street, Murray, Mrs. Lucille
Hutson of New Orleans, La., and
Mrs. Myrtle Hambrick of Houston, Texas; two brothers, Boyce and J. I. Mayfield of &Alston, Tema
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at 2:30 p. m. at the
chapel of the Max H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. Dosaie
Wheatley officiating.
Interment will be in the Murray Memorial Gardens with the
arrangements by the Max H.
Churchill Funeral Home where
friends may call.

comes the tale of the
di'ow
tir
snit thumb. There we were
helping out with the breakfast
We got busy and forgot the
toast. We look in and there it
is all ready, in fact about half
past ready. In great hurry we
(101-1L025101) USS SAMPSON
grab the cup towel, open the
(FHTNC) Sept. 11 — Seaman
electCheerleaders
have
been
oven and take hold of the pan
Apprentice Donal R. Rowlett,
ed at the Faxon Elementary
the toast is sizzling in.
Mr. and Mrs. BuSchool for the current basket- USN, son of
ford 0. Rowlett of Pine Bluff
season
to
open
on
Friday,
ball
What happens, the dern cup
Shores, New Concord, Ky., is
towel is too thin. We drop the October 3, with a home game serving aboard the Navy depan, toast and everything else with Lynn Grove.
Named as cheerleaders by the stroyer USS Sampson.
in sight as our thumb started
seventh
and eighth grades were
sizzling too, at the same time
The Sampson is now on its
crying, my thumb is burning. Jennifer Lovett, Donna Wald fifth deployment to the MeditThis action seemed to alleviate rop, Freda Duncan, and Julia erranean. In addition to its fleet
the thumb to some extent. Our Greenfield, eighth grade, Pam duties in the area, the ship is
side comments on the vicious- Robertson and Mary Beth Hays, scheduled to stop in numerous
ness of hot pans in general al- seventh grade.
Mediterranean cities. It is operTommy McCuiston is the new ating with the U.S. Sixth Fleet.
so seemed to help.
at
the
Faxon
coach
School. This
The sampson is homeported
To show our resourcefulness is his first year as teacher and
coach at the schogt.
in Charleston, S. C.
(Continued on Page Two)

Donal R. Rowlett
Cheerleaders Named Serving, Sampson
At Faxon School
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Mr. Thweatt Not
Connected With
Water System
Thweatt's Service Station at
Alta) has been receiving a
number of phone calls concerning the Dexter-Almo Water
District. The water tank owned
by the district is located behind Mr. Thweatt's station, however he is involved in no way
with the distgict.
Persans having inqueries concerning the water district are
asked to call the commissioners, Buel Hargis of Milo, Mack
Tarry at Mack's Hardware or
Stafford Curd.
Mr. Thweatt reported he has
received numerous phone calls
frai district customers who
Pvt. Freddy R. Windsor
think that he has something to
do with the district merely because the water tank is located
it land behind his service see'
den. He said that he nor any
Pvt. Freddy R. Windsor will
of his employees are involved
leave September 23 for a tour
with the water system.
of duty with the United States
Army in Vietnam.
Windsor, son of Mr. and Mrs.
R. B. Windsor of Lynn Grove
Route One, took his basic training at Fort Campbell and has
Calloway Circuit Court re- been stationed at Fort Knox
sumed session today with a jury before his present assignment

Pvt. Windsor Will
Leave For Vietnam

Circuit Court
Jury Trial Today

Vol. LXXXX No. 220

Two Army Helicopters Hit
In Midair Today, 12 Dead
GOP Leadership
To Be Decided
Next Wednesday
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
question of who fills the Republican leadership void left
by the death of Everett M.
Dirksen will be decided b y
GOP senators Sept. 24.
Sen. Margaret Chase Smith of
Maine set next Wednesday as
the date to vote on replace.
ment of Dirksee as Senate Minority Leader and ratification of
the appointments to fill Dirksen's choice committee seats
A possible fight between
conservatives and liberals over
who will fill Dirksen's seat on
the Judiciary Committee was
avoided Tuesday when Sen. Robert P. Griffin of Michigan was
recommended for the post.
Sen. Clifford P. Hansen of Wyoming was chosen for the Finance Committee.

By WALTER WHITEHEAD
SAIGON Olt — Two U. S.
Army helicopters collided in
flight today just south of Saigon, killing all 12 Americana
aboard. In another tragedy U.
S. helicopter gunships fired on
a group of South Vietnamese
civilians by mistake, killing seven and wounding 17.
The helicopter collision occurred about 15 miles south of
the capital and involved a LTH-I
command helicopter and an All
1 helicopter gunship, American
military sources said. Both the
collision and the accidental
shooting occurred in the Mekong Delta.
Military spokesmen said the
civilian victims were fleeing a
marshy plain where South Vietnamese soldiers had been sent
Tuesday to find a Viet Gong
unit reported in the area.
As the government troops
alighted from their helicopters,
U. S. headquarters said, "an
unknown number of suspected
enemy w'-re observed evading
from the area." They thrhed , .

But the switch of Griffin and
Hensen leave-openings on other
out ii-be civilians.
committees.
The gunship pilots received
permission
from the S o tut h
The Republican Committee
on Committees then assigned Vietnamese commander to open ,
Sen. Charles M. C. Mathias Jr., fire, the announcement said.
of Maryland to Griffin's seat on Four men and three women
. Two)
IContinued on Par
the Committee on Government were killed. Five women and ,
Operations; Sen. Marlow Cook 12 men were wounded.
It happened near Bac Lieu,
of
Kentucky to Hansen's positItems were reported stolen
from the home of Mr. and Mrs. ion on the Commerce Commit- a provincial capital 120 miles
Joe Dee Hopkins of Murray tee, and Sen. Henry Hellmon southwest of Saigon—one of
Route Two sometime between of Oklahoma to Cook's seat on the worst war accidents reported by U. S. spokesmen this year.
seven a.m. and three p.m. on. the Agriculture Committee.
"The incident is being invesThat leaves open Bellmon's
Tuesday, according to the reannouncement
port made to the office o f seat on the Labor Committee tigated," the
and Mathias' position on the said.
Sheriff Fannie Stubblefield.
"There was no reported groHopkins who operates a gro- Space Committee, to be filled
the intersection of North 12tn
and. Chestnut Streets, according cery store at Almo Heights said with the new senator from Ill- und contact with the enemy
and there were no South Vietto 8re investigating report filed he went home about three n' inois.
The Senate Minority Leader namese Army or U. S. casualby the officers of the Murray clock to change clothes and
noticed that he heard a car just apparently will be chosen from ties."
Pate Department.
Spokesmen said helicopters
among Sen. Roman L. Ruska of
. ;tired were Thomas B. And- after he arrived.
Missing from the home were Nebraska, Sen. Howard H. Bek- evacuated the seriously woundersen of Elkton, age 18, who
had a ontusion to the left eye, two jewelry boxes, a 22 target er Jr., of Tennessee and Sen. ed civilians to hospitals.
It "was one of two war acciand James Slack of Guthrie, age pistol, a Royal portable type- Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania,
19, who had a laceration to the writer, and a portable radio, who, as Dirkten's assistant, hal dents reported today. In a dehead, according to the officials according to the list given to been filling the spot temporar- layed report, headquarters said
eight U. S. soldiers were killed
ily.
of the Murray-Calloway County the sheriff.
and 10 were wounded in an exHospital where they were treat.
plosion 33 miles northwest of
ed in the emergency room.
Saigon last Saturday.
CHURCH SALE
Slack was a passenger in the
The announcement said the
1969 Oldsmobile two door hard
troops
were planting an exploAnderEdward
owned
by
top
sive device—apparently a mine
Pentecostal
Hardin
The
son and driven by Thomas B
—when the charge "detonated
Anderson. Both are students at Church of God will sponsor •
from an unknown cause." An
bake and rummage sale at the
Murray State University.
investigation
is
underway,
The other vehicle involved American Legion Hall on SatEdd Snow of Farmington spokesmen said.
was a 1964 Ford truck loaded I.;rday, September 20, starting
Battlefield activity Tuesday
with hay driven by Porter L. at 7:30 a.m. The public is urged Route One died this morning
and
today was reported light,
attend.
Nursto
the
Parkview
7:30
at
at
Holland, 201 lrvan Street. Afwith overnight guerrilla rocket
ing Home, Paducah. He was 88
ter the collision the hay was
and mortar attacks killing nine
years of age.
scattered at the intersection,
civilians and wounding 24. A
persons
at
the
according to
resurgence of fighting in the
scene of the accident.
Survivors are one daughter, Que Son Valley cost American
Police said Holland was goAdams
of
Graves
Mrs. Robert
troops two dead and 21 wounding south on U.S. Highway 641
County; one grandson, Ken ed.
and Holland said the light W.15
Adams of Murray Route Two;
green for him. When he got
one granddaughter, Mrs. James
Harrison of Kirksey; eight great
(Continued on Page Two)
grandchildren, Mac, Dwain, Allan, Donna, and Kenny Adams,
Barry, Diane, and Michael Harrison.
Cherles Jackson and his wife
Judith Morton Jackson are tow:as/ad in a civil suit against
Bulas Wilson and Calloway
County. The suit' concerns nn

Theft Occurs
At HomeHere

Two Persons Injured Here
In Car-Truck Collision
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Committee chairmen are Mrs.
Charles McReynolds 753-5141,
playgrounds; Mrs. Mary Johnson 762-4793 and Mrs. Carol
Warren 753-5603, safety; Mrs.
Pridemore 753-8577, library;
Mrs. Joe Grogan 753-6727, luncheon.
Plcuil---visittr discussed for a
safety program at the school.
Some of the projects will be
the purchase of a lunch room
table and a donation to the
library.
Memberships were taken, and
the budget was approved.
The nursery was provided by
Girl Scouts who were Gail
Kemp, Denise Rowland, Nancy
Spann, and Rhonda Garland.
Hosts for the meeting were
Mr. and Mrs. Don Overbey, Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Henry, Mr.
aed Mrs. W. B. McCuiston, and
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Hopkins.

VALDEZ

SEWARO•

ARCTIC

Other officers are Mrs. Larry Daniels, first vice-president;
Mrs. Jere Stripling, second vicepresident; Mrs. Carl Oakley,
secretary; Mrs. Joe Grogan.
treasurer.

10. Per Copy

The art works of Mrs. Pat
Morgan are on display this
week at the Murray Art Guild,
303 F-ast Main Street.
Mrs. Morgan has studied under several instructors as she
toured the states with her husband, Lt. Col. John P. Morgan
(Ret.) while he served with the
U.S. Air Force.
During the spring when Mrs.
Morgan is not painting, she is
busy in her greenhouse raising petunias.
The public is welcome to visit the Murray Art Guild, Tuesday through Saturday, from
11:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. to view
the many art works which are
produced by members.
Mrs. Morgan's works are in
the window of the Art Guild.

Edd Snow
Dies Today

Ermin Myers
Dies Tuesday

WEATHER REPORT Glynn Hill Speaker
limbed Prom International

Clouds will blanket Kentucxy
through Thursday. Scattered
showers and thundershowers
will spread eastward over the
state today. Occasional rain or
drizzle will prevail tonight and
Thursday.
Temperatures will be cooler
in most sections of the state today, tonight and Thursday.
Highes today in the upper 70s
and 80s. Lows tonight mostly
In the 50s.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake: 7 a.m. 355.4,
down 0.1; below dam 301.4,
down 0.1.
Barkley Lake: 7 a.m. 355.2,
down 0.2; below dam 302.5, up
0.3.
Sunrise 6:40; sunset 7:02.
Moon sets 10:06 p.m.
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
Temperatures in Kentucky
Thursday through Monday will
average near normal with minor day to day changes. Normal highs 77 to 82. Normal lows
52 to 60.
Louisville normal high 80,
low 56. Lexington normal high
80, low 57.
Rainfall will average near
one half inch in occasional
periods of showers and thundershowers this week.
BOND SALES
Sales of Series E arui H Savings Bonds and Notes in Calloway County for August were
$11,106 while sales for the year
reached $140,881 of the annual
goal of $206,400. Sales a year
ago were $117,496.

For Churches

Glynn Hill, son of Rev. and
Mrs. Walter Hill, will be the
speaker at the Hazel and Mason's Chapel United Methodist
Churches on Sunday.
The young minister will be
speaking at the Hazel church
at 11 a.m, and at the Mason's
Chapel Church at two p.m.
The minister's father was for
mer pastor of the South Pleasant Grove Church and the
public is invited to attend the
services at both churches.

Mrs. B. W. Burkeen
Suffers Snake
Bites On Tuesday
Mrs. Barnes W.(01a) Burkeen
of Almo is listed in fair condition this morning by officials at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital after suffering two
snake bites on her ankles yesterday morning.
The patient with her husband, her sister, Mrs. Leonard
Crawford and Mr. Crawford of
Murray, and a neighbor, Otto
Zetsche of Almo Were muscadine picking on the former farm
of Mr. Zetche in the Turkey
Creek section of the Land Between the Lakes.
Mrs Burkeen stepped on the
snake thought to be a copperhead and it bit her on both
ankles. She was rushed to the
Houston-McDevitt Clinic wher
she ss as given emergency treatment and was admitted to the
hospital at 1045 a.m. She rested well last night, according to
mee,ers of the family.

The funeral will be held
Thursday at 3:30 p.m. at the
Ermin Myers of Benton Route
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
One passed away Tuesday at
Home, Mayfield, with Bro. Syl6:35 p.m. at the Benton Munivester Fuller officiating.
cipal Hospital. He was 76 years
Interment will be in the An- of age and a member of the Astioch Cemetery with the ar- sembly of God Church in Michrangements by the Byrn Fun- igan.
eral Home, Mayfield, where friThe deceased is survived by
ends may call.
his wife, Mrs, Minnie Grubbs
Elizabeth Riley
Myers, and his stepmother, Mrs.
Bessie Myers, both of Benton
Route One; three daughters,
Miss Novene Myers of Benton
Route One, Mrs. L. Laverne Orcher of Mio, Mich., and Mrs.
Glenda E. Ashton of Coldwater,
Mich.
(NMSQT),
ship
Qualifying
Test
School
High
County
Calloway
Also surviving are eight sons,
Principal Howard Crittenden which was given last February James
T. of Benton Route One,
announced today that Eliza- to some 750,000 students in 17,- G.
Clinton of Coldwater, Mich.,
nationwide.
They
250
schools
Mr.
of
daughter
Riley,
beth A.
Charles E., E. Paul, and David
and Mrs. Vernon E. Riley of constitute less than 1 percent E. of Detroit,
Mich., Wayne D.
104 Parks Drive, Murray, has of the graduating secondary of Warren, Mich.,
Edwin F. of
seniors
in
the
United
school
in
Semifinalist
a
named
been
Roseville,
Mich.,
and
Joseph K.
States.
Merit
the 1969-70 Nation-al
of Allen, Mich.; three sisters,
Scholarship Program.
The Semifinalists are repre- Mrs. Cletious Starks and Mrs.
Miss Riley is a Senior at Cal- sentative of the country's most Nonnie Pierce of
Benton Route
she
and
High
loway County
intellectually able young people, One, and Mrs. Imogene McKenplans to attend college, pro- according to Edward C. Smith, dree of Glasglow; one
brother,
bably Murray State, and major president of the National Merit George W. Myers, Jr.,
of Benshe
when
English
in Math and
Scholarship Corporation (NM- ton Route; thirty-six grandchilgraduates from high school SC). "From this group will come
dren; three great grandchilShe would like to become a many future leaders in bus- dren.
Edticat
Secondary
teacher in
iness, industry, and the profession.
Funeral services will be held
ions." he said.
Miss Riley is oneof the 15,
Thursday at two p.m. at the
"These students bring honor chapel of the Linn Funeral
000 Semifinalists appointed to
day and is among the nation's not only to themselves, but al- Home, Benton, with Rev Char
talented so to their families, their teach lie Harrison and Rev. Doyle
intellectually
most
high' school seniors. They will ers, and their communities. The Webb officiating.
compete for ad'Out 3,000 Merit future success of these young
Scholarships to be awardeo in people will, however, depend
Burial will be in the Mt. Carupon their ability to become mel Cemetery in Calloway Coun1970.
The Semifinalists were the productive at the high intellect- ty with the arrangements by
highest scorers in their states ual levels that they are capable the Linn Funeral Home where
friends may call.
on the National Merit Scholar- of attaining."

Merit Scholarship Program
Names Elizabeth A.Riley
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Two Persons Television
In Review

Circuit Court

SEEN & HEARD

Keistiousd Press Pugs 1)
PUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING
Lac., Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Timea, and
accident which occurred on the (Continued From Pee. One)
(Continued Prom Page One)
The Times-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian.
Kirksey-Stella reed in which
MIAMI (UPI) - A planned
January 1, 1942.
about halfway across the interMrs. Jackson and her son were we just got us a big fork and
seeding of Hurricane Holly to1e3 N. 4th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071
section the Anderson car hit his
injured when their Chevy II fished the toast out of the botday may be postponed until
truck in the left front end and
collided with a Calloway Coun- tom of the oven. Tasted about
By
BROW
DU
RICK
Thursday due to the storm's
JAMES C. WILLIAMS PUBLISHER
wheel, Holland told police, acty road grader operated by as good as it would have if we
slowness in moving within
had not dropped the pan in the
cording to the police report.
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor, range
Bulas Wilson.
HOLLYWOOD
(UPI)NBCof treatment aircraft basfirst place.
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the beet
The police report said that TV's Debbie Reynolds series, a
Mrs.
Jackson
testified
that
ed in Puerto Rico.
interest of our readers.
Anderson was making a left hall-hour
comedy that had its the grader was off the highway Of course the burnt thumb did
The twister plodded northNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1609 westward across open seas to- turn.
premiere Tuesday night, is when she first sighted it and not add to our day particularly
Damage to the Anderson car simply
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York. N.Y.. day on a course expected to
an attempt by the that it pulled across the high- but you just have to learn to
was on the whole front end and
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
network to add a bread-and- way. She testified that she at- take things like
take it far north of the Leethis like a
to the Holland truck on the left
tempted to miss the grader by
butter show to its schedule.
ward Islands.
'Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmiasion
little man.
front and.
51
applying
her
brakes
and
turnIt is a straight situation
Holly is a minimal hurricane
Second Class Matter
with winds of 75 miles an hour.
comedy, with plenty of slap- ing into a yard where she The Woodmen of the World
ST.TBSCEPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 36e,
per A National Hurricane Center
Last night at 11:14 another stick, that is obviously trying to struck a stump.
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per
Mrs. Jackson received lacer. magazine had the following this
year, OM; spokesman said the storm is al- truck and car collision occurr- follow in the tradition of the
MURDER SUSPECT — George
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00, Elsewhere $18.00. All service subscriptions
ations
and severe injury to her month.
$8.00. most too weak to qualify as a ed on North 14th Street.
Howard Putt, 23, (shirtless)
Lucille Ball series, It is, intact,
Project Stormfury target.
is guarded by police after his
The Outstanding Civic Aaset of a Community is the
Vehicles involved were a 1933 the kind of series one would knee.
A woman went into a pet shop arrest a short di:stance from
He said the operation would Chevrolet one ton truck owned normally expect to find on Miss
Integrity et its Newspaper"
and noticed a bird with a large, the mid-city Memphis, Tenn.,
have more chance of success if by Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity, Ball's network, CBS-TV, rather
ragged beak.
Holly matures further.
Murray State University, dri- than on NBC-TV.
.apartment where the body of
WEDNESDAY - SEPTEMBER 17, 1969
If the season's eighth Atlantic ven by John Daniel Dahl of
"What's that strange looking Christine Pickens, 59,
But NBC-TV knows it has a
was
bird?" she asked the owner.
howler is seeded it will be the Elizabethtown, and a 1962 Olds- pretty surefire thing in Miss
found. Putt is a suspect in
"That, madam," said the pet
second such experiment this mobile four door driven by Ro- Reynolds, who is cut to form
four other sex murders.
shop proprietor, "is a Gobble
year. Scientists seeded Hurri- bert F. Scanlon of Albany, N.Y. for just such a show,
being
BENTON,
Ky.,
Sept.
16-Mrs.
cane Debbie last month, but
bird."
Police said Dahl was going "cute" in the popular sense, an
Darla Cobb, 31, died Tuesday
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
"Why do you call him a
the operation had little notic- south on North 14th Street at- adept
comedienne, wholesome morning in Western Baptist HosGobble bird?" asked the woable effect on its intensity.
tempting to make a right turn in the old girl-next-door way,
pital.
man.
Weather scientists plan t o into a driveway. Scanlon, going and pre-sold
Mrs. Della Johnston, age 85, died this morning at Paducah. She
as a film star.
She was a resident of West
The man turned to the bird,
drop silver iodide in the rain' north on North 14th Street, colSo it was hardly likely that Paducah Rt. 1 and a member
was the widow of Orville E. Johnston who died in February 1926. band
unlocked the cage and said
of „Hurricane Holly in- lided with the left front fender NBC-TV
Hal Riddle, son of Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Riddle of Murray, stead
was going to mess of Heath Church of Christ.
"Gobble bird the chair."
of in the storm:mall sur- of the truck while it was stopparound with anything experwill appear in the picture, "Cop Hater" which plays at the Var- rounding
She is survived by her husThe bird flew out of the cage
the eye as was the ed about four or five feet across
imental
shy
or
unique
Theatre
involving
this weekend.
band, William Cobb; her par- and immediately Crunched the
6 •
case with Debbie. The chemic- the center line, according to
Miss Reynolds, or, for that ents, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond chair up into
Mrs. Georgeliart and Mrs. L. A. Moore will attend the National als are supposed to
bits.
cool the the police report.
League of American Pen Women regional conference to be held storm off and sap
The woman was amazed. "I'll
its strength. Damage to the truck was on matter, that the comedienne Lay Nichols of Calvert City; two
at Lexington September 25-2'7.
would
have
wanted to try daughters, Anita Gayle and Jer- buy him," she said, thinking of
At 6 a.m. an Air Force re- the left front fender and bumanything unique or experimen- rie Denise Cobb, both at home; what a good housepet
Miss Carolyn Speegle was guest of honor at a going away party connaissance plane found Holly per, and to the car on the
and
left
tal.
at the City Park given by Ann Russell, Patsy Wilson, and Betsy near latitude 17.3 north, longi- front fender and bumper.
a son, William Dale Cobb, also watchman it would be.
Lovely, But No Lucy
Blalock.
at home; two brothers, Kent_ That night her husband came
tude 51.9 west, or about 925
The Toughest Hellfighter of All!
There is, therefore, really W. Nichols and Kerry L. Nich- home and took one look at the
miles east of San Juan, Puerto
Tuesday
morning
eleven
JOHN
at
nothing
much
to
about
Miss
say
ols, both of Benton Rt. 7.
strange feathered friend. "What
Rico.
'
WAYNE
which,
Funeral rites will be conduct- in heaven is that?"
The storm was plodding to o'clock two trucks were involv- Reynolds' show, in
"That's a Gobble bird," said
the northwest about 8 mph and ed in a collision on South 12th married to a sports columnist, ed at 2 p.m. Thursday at FilKATHARINE
;14e.
1
she repeatedly tries to prove beck and Cann Funeral Chapel the wife.
is expected to turn to a west- Street.
ROSS
-.-4
Trucks
1962
involved
a
were
The husband, in typical fashher
ability
northwest track at a slightly'
to become a with Jewell Norman and Dave
LEDGER & TIDIES IR=
pickup
Chevrolet
driven
by
11FIGHTERS:
711
:
newspaper feature writer. It Hardin in charge. Burial will be ion, turned in
faster forward speed today.
annoyance.
Ben Clifford Dodd of Murray should be made clear that this in Marshall County Memory "Gobble bird my
foot," he
Route Five, and a 1962 Dodge is a domestic comedy above
said.
' The Murray nigh School football squad was beaten last night
all, Gardens.
-Parts Pup
truck owned by McLean TruPk- not a aewspaper
.19-0 in their game with Russellville.
.._.... Friends may Call at the fucomedy.
g'`Comparfy and driven by
In the premiere, Miss Rey- neral hOtne after 6 p.m. today.
New fire insurance rates will be set soon in the-City of Murray,
THE MIRISCH
-Jerry Don Shekell of Paducah. nolds
It was announced at the meeting of the City Council.
disguised herself as a
PRODUCTION COMPANY
Police said both trucks were golf
sciunse
presenof
ts
caddy in attempting to land
Mrs. Goldie McKeel Curd was elected vice-president of the.
going north on South 12th
Indian foodgrains
ADULTS 93
a "scoop" (I believe that is the
Radio Center Homemakers Club.
Street. Dodd was in the left
word used in the press release
A stolen 1938 Ford coupe was recovered this morning south of NURSERY 5
' NEW DELHI (UPI)-India's
lane, gave a signal, and then
SEPTEMBER
Murray just off Highway 121 by Cpl. A. 13, Futrell of the Kentucky
15, 1969
foodgrains production in 1968
pulled into the right lane of about the show). The half-hour
•State Police,
reached a record level of 95.6
traffie side swiping the Mc- got a few good moments out of
ADMISSIONS
million tons, an increase of
Lean truck in the left side, ac• the comedienne, but thus far it
cording to the police report. is not in the "I Love Lucy" By United Press International million tons over 1967. Nearly
Miss Carolyn Lyons, Eliz, Hall
a fifth of it, however, was lost
Damage to the Dodd truck league.
Rm. 816, MSU, Murray; Mrs. was an the right side.
Miss Reynolds, however, is a
Today is Wednesday, Sept 17, to rodents, pests and insects.
Martha E. Matheny, Rte, 1, Murdeceptively strong performer- the 260th day of 1969 with 105
ray; Mrs. Louise Howe, 1510 This makes a total of twenty- in my opinion one of the truly remaining
Parklane Dr., Murray; Mrs.Jean three traffic accidents reported natural and superior talents in
The moon is approaching its
And ye 'hall not swear by my name falsely, neither shalt thou Story, 150'7 Story, Murray; Thom- in the city of Murray for the popular show business. And if first quarter,
profane the name of thy God: I am the Lord. - Leviticus 19:12, as A. Barnett, Rte, 6, Murray; month of September with in- given the material there is little
The morning stars are Venus
Disrespect for the name of God is not only an abomination to the Mrs. Lucille K. Potts, Rte, 2, juries reported to five persons, reason why she cannot be a and Saturn.
Farmington; Mrs. Glenda Wil- Joe Rainey Lassiter, Algie long-term ratings success, It is,
Lord, but a revelation of the insecurity of the offender.
The evening stars are Mercuson, 1609 Belmont Dr., Murray; Graves, Betty Lou Hughes, Tho- in fact, a good bet, for she ry, Mars and Jupiter.
Baby Boy Wade, 909 Pogue Ave.; mas B. Anderson, and James definitely has the same kind of
On this day in history:
.1 peal as Misl Ball.
Murray; Mrs. Maude M.Seaford, Slack.
In 1787, the U.S. Constitution
THIS IS THE FILM ON WHICH
409 No, 4th St., Murray; Mrs.
--was completed in Philadelphia,
PLAYBOY
Ola Kendall, Rte, 5, Murray;
Dionne Scores
and signed by a majority of the
RAN TEN WELL-STACKED PAGES 1
Mrs. Stella Ragsdale, Meadow
Tonight, on CBS-TV, Miss 55 delegates.
-A sort of 'What's New Pussycat?'
Lane Rte, 4, Murray; Mrs. Annie Help wanted
Dionne Warwick, an exceptionIn 1796, President George
brought up to today's level!'
(UPI) - ally fine singer with a glowing Washington delivered his fareJ. Brooks, 409 No. 6th St., Mtir- 'HOLLYWOOD
C.'. H.- TOO Meggpn.
-ray; Mrs. Eva P. Wyatt, Rte, 1, Producer Carlo Ponti has laun- inner beauty, has an hour well address and warned the
Almo; Mrs. Eula M. Page, 1402 ched a worldwide sear h for an variety special of her own. The American
people
to avoid
11.
4*
4
Poplar, Murray.
Oriental actress to play the ferni. nly moment that mars it is a foreign alliances,
4.1
nine lead opposite Patrick Mc• tasteless plug for an album.
In
1939, Russia invaded
Itirogymus MERKIN
DISMISSALS
Goohan in "Tai-Pan."
Other than that, however, it is Poland, 16 days after Poland
•ften
buoyant and listenable, had been invaded by Nazi
Miss Monica Hayes, Rte, 1,
when composer Germany,
1$ • rticularly
NOW YOU KNOW
Murray; Mrs. Arlene Burkeen,
In 1968, George Wallace,
Burt, Bacharach joins Miss
and find true happinem I)"
Rte, 6, Murray; Miss Carolyn by United
•
Press International Warwick, who has recorded his former governor of Alabama,
Lyons, Elizabeth Hall Rm., 816, Charcoal
songs.
was nominated for President by
h11.11111111111111.1VMMUNIIMMI
is used in gasmasks
MSU, Murray; Elvis Lamb, Rte. as a filter
George Kirby is of help also, the American Independent parwILLIAMSBURG, VA. rum: A bebecause its finely
Peri.. MM. be, be-Abl
bee
e•av
1, Kirksey; Mrs. Berline Young, powdered particles
ith comedy; The Creedence ty.
hind-the-scenes battle has developed beI,$1
.
1 r.
sea Cbecb 'bean
trap poison
Olive
1320
St.,
Clearwater
Murray;
Revival
Mrs.
is good too;
tween Kentucky Gov. Louie B. Nunn and
--gases which generally have
I Ostorsa1 Pyles LoftI IpI C1011•••••
Arkansas Gov. Winthrop Rockefeller for
Sylvia Wilson and Baby Boy, Gil- much larger molecules than the
d Glen Campbell, a ratings
A though for the day: British
I Imposil ble Mess !mine**
the chairmanship of the Southern Govbertsville; Mrs. Linda Noel. and oxygen or nitrogen in the air. booster, works nicely enough philosopher Bertrand Russell
ernors Conference.
Baby Girl, Rte, 2, Cadiz; Mrs.
ith Miss Warwick, although said, "A good society is a
Technicolor'
AID
All Seats - 51.75
True to tradition, neither man is acKay Parker and Baby Boy, Rte,
ne would have preferred to means to a good life for those
tively campaigning for the post, but aides
1, Hardin; Mrs. Linda Paschall
more
of
and
her
less
of
who compose it; not something
Cool caper
to both governors admit the battle does
and Baby Boy, Rte. 3, Puryear,
im. It is, after all, her show, having an excellence on its own
exist.
04IMID.041MID. .••• iM0.0ilM$ 41=00ANEW 0$1MINP 041.111P.0
GARLAND, Tex. (I PI)_ ut in any case, she is account."
Tenn.;
Mrs. Emily Lassiter
/
(From Cony. Div.), 507 Chestnut, There are times during a hot showcased rather nicely
TRADITION FORMERLY has dictated
that prospective candidates for the post
summer when money is not the throughout, and she is a radiant
Murray.
somv
not openly campaign, but that the chairmost important thing.
talent and lady.
man be chosen behind closed doors at
Officials of the First National
FREE Billy Graham Abide
the meeting.
Bank in Garland reported a robThe election is to b.? held in a final
bery in which the thieves took
* * *
business session Wednesday.
NOW YOU KNOW
only a half ton window air Lebanon belts polio
Rockefeller said Sunday he was emconditioner.
miii
barrassed by published reports that he is
BEIRUT, Lebanon (UPI) by United Press International
"spending money like it was going out of
total
A
of
331,000
Lebanese
The tongue of a horse is ac Sue signs
style" to get 'the chairmanship.
children have been vaccinated in
muscular and mobile the ho
HOLLYWOOD
The speculative news reports described
(I PI) the first stage of a countrywide
can slurp a column of wa
the wealthy cattleman member of the
Sue Lyon signed aboard for a
anti-polio campaign. according
three feet without throwing i starring role in an episode
Rockefeller family as throwing lavish parof the to Health
Minister Khatchig
bead back to swallow.
ties for people who count.
new ABC-TV comedy series,
lataptiJagReee
Babikian.
"Love.
American Style.TO SET THE report straight. Rockelimat
it*
feller denied he is actively seeking the
chairmanship.
SA4
4
)
SDN
'
Sear
Ready for anything
But he did not deny he would like to
have the honor.
CHEYENNE, Wyo. (UPI)He apparently was getting heavy comThe Wyoming Civil Defense
petition from Republican Gov. Nunn
Agency is charged with dealing
whose supporters claim enough tentative
with
any disaster, natural or
commitmenti to win.
nuclear.
When newsmen tried to reach RockeThe emergency plans of every
feller his press aide said the governor had
FIMPACIMII .
state department and agency
Laryngitis and issued this statement on his
5 1".111
401200
behalf:
must be prepared and coordi"Gov. Rockefeller is embarrassed by
I
nated.
Assistance and advice
press reports that he is actively seeking
must be given local organizations
the chairmanship. As he is a Republican,
to help them prepare local emerGov. Rockefeller is, of course, flatterer'
MURRAY STATE
gency
plans, including warning,
to be mentioned in this connection.
UNIVERSITY
AUDITORIUM
commtinicati
ons, shelter and
"But he has not, is not and will not
proper Use of all available reundertake any action on his own behalf."
September 21, X, X
sources.
HOWEVER, SOME OF the chief executives whose states have held the chairTWO SHOWINGS DAILY
manship recently were sympathetic to
6 S. 8:30 P.M.
keeping all states in rotation, even to the
Finnish auto sales
extent of including Republicans.
No Republican governor has yet held
HELSINKI (UPI) - About
the chairmanship, since the region until
29,000 automobiles were sold in
from Sponsor
recent years was a Democratic strongFinland in the first three months
hold, but now there are seven Republiof 1969, an increase of approxicans including Gov. Melvin H. Evans of
mately 13,500 cars over the corthe Virgin Islands.
responding period of 1968.
The Virgin Islands now have full memMore than . 900,0(X) motor
bership status and form the 18th state
in the conference
vehicles are registeredin Finland,
Arkansas has not had the chairmanover half of them private cars.
ship since former Gov. Orval Faubus. a
304 E. Main
On the basis of first quarjer sales,
Democrat, held it in the 1962-63 term
dealers,say they expect to sell
K en t uck y held the chairmanship in
See Allen Rose or
about 80,000 cars this year. The
1966-67.
IBel-Air Shopping Center 1
million,pclation of Finland is about
Bruce. Thomas
or Call Us
4.
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who wish to help us organize a nonprofit credit and collection agency.
•
We held one meeting of about
25 merchants but we need all interested merchants to come forward and help us get this badly
needed agency on the way.
I have contacted 105 merchants
who feel this agency is needed, so
please come to our next meeting
Thursday, Scptember 18, at 7:00
o'clock, to the . .
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Red Grange Is Unanimous
Choice For All-Time Team
more things in football than
anyone else," won the first
Heisman Trophy in 1935.
Baugh was picked at the
NEW YORK (UPI)— Harold
"Red" Grange, the tabled quarterback position even though
Galloping Ghost from Illinois, the TCU great played the
and indestructible Bronko Na- tailback position. He was a
gurski of Minnesota, superstars consensus all-America in 1936.
of the golden 1920s, who were Slingin' Sam completed 274 of
the top vote-getters in balloting 594 passes for 3,437 yards and
for the modern all-time college 40 touchdowns while the Horned
football team announced today. Frogs posted a 27-5-2 record
Grange, whose speed, elusive- and victories in the Sugar and
ness and general know-how Cotton Bowls.
made all-America
made him a three-time all- Nevers
America, was was the only honors in 1925 as a fullback.
unanimous choice on the 11- His greatest day came in the
man
squad picked by the 1925 Rose Bowl game when he
Football Writers Association of gained 114 yards in a losing
cause against Notre Dame and
America.
the famed Four
The writers selected an early- ouigained
day all-time squad and a Horsemen in the Irish backmodern squad to commemorate field.
the 100th anniversary of college
Kinard followed Nagurski in
football.
the balloting. The Mississippian
Bronko was Double Trouble
layed from 1935 to 1937 and
Nagurski, probably the only was known for his love for
collegiate star who could have contact.
rated with the best on both
Suffridge, although weighing
offense and defense, was picked only 185 pounds, possessed a
at the tackle
position
ano lightning charge and earned allmissed a unarumous ballot uy America honors for the Vols in
one vote.
194u. Parker was an All—
Other
members
of the America in 1956 and won the
modern all-time team are ends Outland Trophy as the nation's
Bennie Oosterbaan of Michigan best interior lineman while
and Don Hutson of Alabama; leading the Buckeyes to a 9-0-0
tackle Frank "Bruiser" Kinard record and a victory in the
of
Mississippi;
guards
Jim Rose Bowl.
Parker of Ohio State and Bob
Hein helped Washington State
Suffridge of Tennessee; center get into the Rose Bowl in 1930—
Mel Hein of Washington State; last time the Cougars have
and backs Sammy Baugh of visited the famed Pasadena
Texas Christian, Jay Berwan- gridiron.
ger of Chicago and Ernie
Oosterbaan captured al 1Nevers of Stanford.
America honors three years in
Of the 11 players hOtanred, a row at Michigan-1925-27.
five came from the Big 10, the
Huston possessed speed, exSoutheast landed three places, cellent moves and great hands
the Pacific Coast two and the which earned him all-A merir^
Southwest one.
di 1934.
The teams of the 1920s
furnished five members, five
were from the 1930s and only
one from the 1940s on. Only one
collegian of recent vintage was TO SCOUT IS DEVINE
chosen—Parker, who played for
Ohio State from 1954-56.
ST. LOUIS UPI - Bob Kennedy
Grange, the man responsible has been named director of
for giving pro football a shot in player development for the St.
the arm following his fabulous Louis Cardinals, general managcollegiate career, made all- er Bing Devine announced MonAmerica honors in 1923-24-25. day. Kennedy, who managed the
The 170-pound back had the Oakland Athletics in the Amerigreatest day of his career on can League in 1968 and the ChiOct. 18, 1924 against Michigan cago Cubs in 1963 and 1964, had
when he scored five touchdowns been a special scout for the
inkand passed for a sixth in a 39-14 Cardinal organization this year..
mini victory. Four of his TD's
came in the first 12 minutes
and he rushed for 402 yards in
the contest. He scored 31
touchdowns while wearing an
Illinois uniform.
KATHY NEARS LPGA TOP
Nagurski, at 217 pounds,
made all-America honors in
CINCINNATI, Ohio UPI -Kathy
1929 as a tackle. The Minneso- Whitworth, who won the Wendelltan, who never played high West Open at Ocean Shores, Waschool football, also played sh. Sunday, closed in on Carol
fullback for the Golden Go- Mann in the prize money list
phers.
of the Ladies Professional Golf
The Trul!,, Great Ones
Association. Kathy now has clBerwanger, often described eared $39,401 to Carol's $40,382.
as the player "who would do
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• :00 News; Wily., Sots. News, Wthr
Sports News; Wthr ;
Dionne Warwick
30 The Virginian
0
The Flying Nun
:00 The Virginian
Ke
SPecial
Ctshle of Eddie', Father
:30 The vtrnintan
I
UT and Vandy
Room 222
:00 The Music Hell
rootball '49
Movie:
.30 The Music Hall
Green Acres
"David I.
Bathsheba"
el AO Then Came Bronson Hawaii Five-0
Movie
7
:30 Then Came Bronson Hawaii Flye-0
:00 Newsi Wthr.t Soft News. Wthr. 7 SOO!ft MOWS/ wthr./ Sports
10 :30 The Tonight Show The Mery Griffin Show Moyle:
:00 The Tonight Show The Mery Griffin Show "Who's Got the
:30 The Tonight Show The Mery Griffin mow Action?"
Movie
The Untouchables
The Joey Bishop Show
Li :30 The Untouchables
The Joey Bishop Show
TN. Joey Bishop Show

8

11

le

1

THURSDAY MORNING PIK GRAMS

5

CouMrY Journal
3Worship
CBS News
•
:1111 ~nine Show
Family Theater
Country Junction
:30 Morninn Show
*51st
Country Junction
Bozo Show
Wthr.
dozo Show
11 To
'
o.1:;'
_Captain Kangaroo
Today: Wthr
Bozo Show
Arptein Kangaroo
Bozo Show
.
10 rode,
EP
nw Mike Douglas Show Lucy Show
:00 It TORS TOM,
al
The Mike °OVOIDS ShowHe Said-She Said
_..7_____30 _Cencentratton
____
Andy of Mayberry
Show
Barbara PVA '60 PP•10011P OEN
SauaresLove of Lite
1 V :30 Hollywood
Barbara Moor, Show
firwItched
Where the Heart IS
iPooardy
-I .B0
Search for Tomorrow That Girl
:30 Eye Guile,
II
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PIIIWI: o,n,ne cony Loiaani House
SEWMAI
,:se um men Shag
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PROFESSIONAL

news coverage - JUD COLLINS, AL VOECKS, BOB OLSEN, and
PAUL EELLS_
g
00 News; Wit" ,
v.-I35 Dan* Boone

Spit

x-7:30 p.m. Ch. 4
swing

into action

News, Wthr ; Seals
Animal World

RAYMOND BURR
with

con man,
• 00 Daniel Boone
•
30 ironside
CO lennsid•
O
O
30 Dragnet MO

a

News; Whir
Ghost I w

Wulr

as IRONSEDE

and his staff
to flush out a

masquerade calculated

Natural History of Ourihall GIII
World Time of Man Bewitched
This Is Tont Jones
Moyw
"tupiter's Darting"
This is Ton. Jones

x- 9 p.m. Ch. 4

DINO is back! Guests GOLDIE HAWN, DENNIS
WEAVER, and DOM DE LUISE loin his premiere show
for an hour
of comedy, dance, and music
It ekes a Thiel'
POP Mar's Show
OP
MOf.
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American League
By FRED DOWN
UPI Sports Writer

Mickey Mantle in the MVP Willie Mays' run-scoring double
voting, hit his 44th homer and in the fifth gave Mukha' all
drove in three runs Tuesday the help he needed as he posted
when
twins beat the his 45th career shutout.
the
Oakland

Athletics,

The

11-3,

78

66

78
79
75
47

67
87
71
101

Cincinnati
Houston
San Diego

.551

Y.

.550 /
1
2
.541 2
.514 6
.318 35

Tuesday's Results
Chicago 5 Montreal 4

singles

double in

a

and

hitter

and

snapped

Pitts 9 Phila 5

eighth

game for the Royals,

Ang

a

1-1

enth

place.

Friday night against sixth-rank

votes.
Louisville Male continues to
lead Class AAA as Glom Tompkinsville in Class A, although
by a much narrower margin.
Both Highlands and Catholic
are undefeated.
Other teams in Class AA. Top
Ten in order are Elizabethtown,
Madisonville, Ashland, Paducah
Tilghman, Hopkinsville and Catholic tied for sixth, Owensboro.
Mayfield and Lexington Bryan
Station.
Tompkinsville Slips
Tomkinsville had to struggle
to defeat Russellville 8-0 last
weekend and it showed in this
week's balloting.
The Class A leader received

five

first-place ballots and 70
points. But second-place Lynch
narrowed the martin to three

WHERE

Xavier had little trouble beating Thomas Jefferson, 34-6. The
result was a Class AAA top five
after Male of Trinity, St. Xaviand Thomas Jefferson.

inning

to

win

2 Gin 1,

PRONOVOST

TO TULSA

PETERBOROUGH, Ont. - UPI
Last week, Thomas Jefferson Marcel Pronovost, veteran Torhad been rated third, while St. onto Maple Leaf defenseman, will
be player-coach for the Tulsa
X was fifth.
Here

is

this

week's

voting: Oilers

of

the

Central

Hockey

1st place ballots In Parenth- League. Pronovost, 39, had hopesis):
ed to play another year in the
National Hockey League, but the
Class A
1. Tompkinsville (5)
70 former all star with the Detroit
2. Lynch (4)
67 Red Wings, who Joined the Tor3. Mt. Sterling
47 onto organization two years ago.
4. Murray
38 accepted the Tulsa assignment
5. Russellville
34 on Monday.
6. Frankfort
30
7. Bardstown
25
8. Dayton
Covington Catholic
23
B. Richmond Madison
34
20 8. Owensboro
10. Elkhorn City
81
18 9. Mayfield (1)
10. Bryan Station
Class AA
20
1. Highlands (8)
Class AAA
94
2. Elizabethtown (1)
0
74 1. Male (5)
3. Madisonville
34
70 2 Trinity
4. Ashland
30
61 3. St. Xavier
5. Paducah Tilghman
22
52 4. Butler
6. Tie. Hopkinsville
19
38 5. Thomas Jefferson

se

SHOPPING IS A .PLE_AS
.
URE
,
, NEVER A
TASK.

Meat $p-ec1al.$1;enter cut

1ST CUT

Le, 59c

Alt 7

CHUCK ROAST 1b49c
SiibmuLDER ROAST .65c

Boneless Cut Lb.

49c

SS
BEEF STEW MEA7B.59c
SHORT RIBS L B.43c

tie

his 11th

The annual basketball clinic
for officials and coaches will
be conducted In both Mayfiold and Paducah this year.
TM clinic at Mayfield will
bo hold at 2:00 p. m., Sunday,
September 21 at the Mayfield
Mph School auditorium and
tho Paducah clinic will bo
hold at 2:00 p. m. on Sunday
September 23 at Tilghman
High School.
Attendance at ono of these
clinics Is required of all officials and head coaches according to a spokesman.

er, Butler

LEAN BEEF

with a run-scoring double in the

N. Y. at St. Lou. ppd., rain
Los

eight

appearances, drove in two runs
and scored another in the White
Sox' sweep.
Wally Bunker pitched a four-

Frankfort„zremained in sixth
position despite a 30-14 loss to
Boone County, but Bardetown's
20-0 setback by Ft. Knox resulted in a drop from third to sev-

Male opened its season SaturFt. Thomas Highlands' suprem- day and oonvincingly defeated
acy atop Class AA should come DeSales 43-14. Meanwhile, St.

SWANNS MARKET

Atlanta

votes by polling four first place
ballots and 67 votes. Nine votes
had separated the
pair
last
week.

The first serious challenge to

Brewer

Jim

SEPTEMBER 17.•1969

Cage Clinic
Murray High Tigers Advancel IsFirst
Set For Sunday
To Fourth In State Ratings

got ed Covington Catholic.
the Twins' credit for
ballooned
victory
Highlands maintained its hold
both victories as the
on the No. 1 posktion in its clam
Western Division lead over the Lodgers swept a
pair from the
Athletics to 10 games and eds. In the first game, all-star as UPI's Board of Coaches gave
magic title- catcher Johnny Bench made a the Bluebirds eight first-place
reduced
their
ballots and an overpowering 94
clinching number to six.
throwing error to let in the
Reliever

If the trend of recent years is
continued this winter, Harmon
Killebrew of the Minnesota
Twins is the likely winner of
the Arterican League's Most
The Baltimore Orioles defeat- winning run in the ninth inning.
Valuable Player Award.
ed the Washington Senators, 1- In the second game, Pedro
The player who led the AL in 0, the Cleveland Indians beat Ramos,
the Reds' third pitcher,
runs batted in has won the the Boston Red Sox, 5-2, the
came
on
the
in
12th
and
award in five of the last nine New York Yankees downed the
couldn't get a man out as the
years and
Killebrew
now is Detroit
Tigers, 7-6, in 13 Dodgers loaded the bases to set
enroute to the highest season innings, the Chicago White Sox
the stage for a game-winning
total in 20 years. The Twins' swept the California Angels, 7-4
single by Wes Parker.
muscular slugger has driven in and 3-2, and the Kansas City
Billy Williams nit a two-run
134 runs, only 11 fewer than the Royals edged the Seattle Pilots,
homer in the first inning and
highest
AL
total since
Ted 2-1, in other AL games.
touched off a two-run fifth with
Williams and Vern Stephens of
In the National League, San
the Boston Red Sox each Francisco blanked Atlanta, 2-0, a single to pace the Cubs to the
over4Montreal. It was
knocked in 159 in 1949.
Chicago nipped Montreal, 5-4, victory
Killebrew, who led the league Pittsburgh defeated Philadel- only the Cubs' second win in
in RBI in 1962 but lost out to phia, 9-5, and the Los Angeles the Iasi 13 games but moved
them within four games of the
swept a doubleheader from
Mets, who were rained out, in
t!errocre--Nuvisoewn-aue.4.44', Cincinnati 2-1 and 3-2.
Dave McNally singled in the the Eastern Division.
only run of the game and went Jose Pagan and Al Oliver hit
% SiandintAL % 8 2-3 innings to win his 19th homers and rookie John Jeter
set up two runs with a triple to
game against six losses for the
lead the Pirates past the Phils.
.,beotowelwoonysa,zwwwo--wocooz Orioles.
Ken HarreLson's three-run tieNational League
breaking homer in the eighth
East
W. L. Pct. 011 Inning lifted the Indians to their
New York 89 58 .605 _ • triumph over the Red Sox
despite Rico' Retrocelli's 39th
86 63 .5/7 4
Chicago
homer of the season.
79 68 .537 10
.Lous
11
78 89 .531
Bobby Cox' sacrifice fly with U. S.
Pitts.
CHOICE
.401 30
• Ulla.
the bases filled and one out in
Montreal
47 101 .322 40
the 13th inning drove in Jerry
West
Kenney
the Yankees'
with
W. L Pct. GB winning run
82 66 .564 —
San Fran.
Walt
Williams hit three
Los Ang.

WEDNESDAY

The Murray High Tigers convincing 30-0 drubbing of the
Henry County Patriots last Friday night moved them from
Kansas City nipped Seattle 2-1, seventh to fourth in Clam A
Baltimore blanked Washington UPI's statewide nankin
this
1-1i and New York topped week while this week's opponDetroit 1-0 in 13 innings.
ent,
Mayfield Cardinals
the
A run-scoring single by Hal were voted ninth in the AA
Lanier in the second inning and Clam.

Baseball Roundup

•

COOMPBOX Nivel*
TOOS411.7
.

&

SPORTS

By STEVE SMILANICH
UPI Sports Writer

T — George
1, (shirtless)
lice after his
kance from
nphis, Tenn.,
the body of
Ls, 59. was
suspect in
murders.

LEDGER

RUMP SIRLOIN TIPLB. 99'

L. A. 3 Gin 2, 2nd, 12 inns.
San

Diego 8 Houston3

San Fran

2 Atlanta

National League

0

Today's Probable Pitchers
All Times EDT

By VITO STELLINO
UPI Sports Writer

Cut Any Thickness

U. S. CHOICE

SIRLOIN STEAK

LB

LEAN

99'

tl
4

8

iJT
ETER
STEAK

LB.

Philadelphia, Johnson 6-12 at
Chicago, Jeaakine 19-14,

2:38 p.

Juan
Marichal
has
won
everything for the San FrancisHouston, Dierker 19-10 at San co Giants the last seven years
Francisco, Perry 17-13, 4 p.
except a pennant.
New York, Kan 14-9 at
The high-kicking righthander,
Montreal, Stoneman
10-17,
who has chalked up 189 mayor
p. m.
league victories, averaged alPittsburgh, Ellis 9-16 at St.
most 24 victories a season from
Louis, Taylor 7-33, 9 p. in.
1963 to 1968 but the Giants
Cincinnati, Maloney 10-4 at
haven't won a pennant since
San Diego, Santoriin 7-13, 11
1962 when he was 18-11 and
p. in.
Jack Sanford paced the club
Atlanta,
one 12-9 at Los
with a 24-7 mark.
Angeles, Bunning 13-10, 11 p. m.
But Marichal, who has been
Thursdays Games
overshadowed by Sandy Koufax
N. Y. at Montreal, night
and Bob Gibson despite all his
Philadelphia at Chicago
victories and has never won the
Pitts at St. Louis
Cy Young award, now has the
Gin it San Diego, night
opportunity to carry the Giants
Atlanta at Los Ang., night
down the stretch run. He turned
Houston at San Francisco
in one of the key victories of
his career Tuesday night when
he pitched a four-hitter to give
American League
the Giants a 2-0 victory over
last
W. L Pct. GB the Atlanta Braves and sole
possession of first place in the
xaaltimore 103 46 .691
Detroit
84 64 .568 181
/
2 tangled Western Division race.
The victory gave the Giants
Boston
78 69 .531 24
the lead at 82-66 with a .559
Wash.
77 72 .517 26
New York
73 75 .493 29% percentage and dropped the
Braves to third at .550, one-half
Cleveland
59 90 .396 44
game back at 82-67. The Los
West
W. L Pct. GB Angeles Dodgers moved into
Minn.
second place, also one-half back
89 58 .1305
Oakland
at .551 on an 81-66 mark by
79 68 337 10
California 64 83 .435 26
sweeping a doubleheader from
Kan City
62 85 .422
the Cincinnati Reds 2-1 and 3-2
Chicago
60 87 .408 219
in 12 innings. The two losses
Seattle
58 89 .395 31
dropped Cincinnati two games
x-Clinchod Division Titio
back.
Except for a 14-10 mark in
Tuesday's Rosults
1967, Marichal's records sinci
Minnesota 11 Oakland 3
1962 have been superb— 25-8,21Chi 7 Calif. 4, let
E1, 22-13, 25-6 and 26-9. But since
Chi 3 Calif 2, 2nd
the Giants haven't woo the
Kansas City 2 Seattle 1
pennant
and
have finished
Baltimore 1 Wash 0
second four straight years, he's
N. Y. 7 Detroit 6, 13 inns.
been faulted for not carrying
Cleveland 5 Boston 2
the club in the Koufax or
TodaYs Probable Pitchers
Gibson fashion,
But things could be different
All Tim*, EDT
Oakland, Odom 15-5 at Kan- this season. Marichal lost four
sas My, Rooker 4-13, 8:30 p. straight in midseason and his
m.
19-10 record isn't one of his
California, Murphy 9-14 at best. But he's rattled off five
Minnesota, Chance 5-3, 9 p.
victories in his last six starts
Seattle, Brunet 8-12 and since Aug. 24th and he's now
Lockwood 0-0 at• Chicago Wyn- tossed back-to-back shutouts
ne 5-6 and Edmondson 16, 2, against two contending clubs,
7 p. in.
the Reds and Braves, in the
Cleveland, Paul 541 at De- last
five days while allowing a
troit, Kilkenny 5-6, 9 p. in.
total of five hits.
Washington, Cox 12-5 at New
In other games, Pittsburgh
York, Peterson 15-15, 8 p.
beat Philadelphia 9-5, Chicago
Baltimore, Hardin 8-2 at Bos- topped Montreal 5-4, San Diego
ton, Magi 11-2, 7:30 p. in.
drubbed
Houston 8-1 and the
Thursdays Games
Oakland at Kan City, twi
California at Minnesota
Cleveland at Detroit
Washington at N. Y., night
Baltimore at Boston, night
Only games aoheduled

New

York-St.

Louis game

the

SLICED

/113.at\

CORN VALLEY BACOPti
MOKED JOWL LB 39'
SLICED +

IN

LB.

CANS

$
1
00

KELL Y's

DERNED

THE PIECE

3

't•

CHILI

With

For

CAMPBELL
'
S

1
1;i#
ou

Beans

65c

w7,

BEANS-N—BEEF 115
BUSH'S
PORK STEAK
59c CREAM)FAS
19c
PORKROAST 153 HOMINY
3 For 29c
TOMATO SAUCE t"Lo'N-Pccan3For 39c
Oz
. Can

FRESH SLICED

32c

LB.

LEAN

300 CAN

SHOULDER

BUSH
'
S

RE

303 CAN

ELFOOTS

TENDER

SMOKED

STOKELY'S

Picnics

L
".
13.

2.1/2

Seed 1.49
4g?

WISHBONE

CLASSIC

RED COOKIES

'PI: 43°

FRENCH DRESSINGE

FORMAN'S

Piccalilli

Wm*

PUREX
‘,"h•

4'.

29

COUPON 0°—
GIANT SIZE
3 lb. 1 oz.
CONCENTRATED
With this coupon

20 Oz. Bottle

AEROSOL

12 Oz.

ar--

WINDEX 45c
moo ....4747••••
Woo

2 LB.

sfi_o

Nabisco

gal

SUNFLOWER

CAN

PEARS 39c

LB.

WILD tsIRD
2°

No.

(at

49c

5W 740

BRIGHTENERS

Price without coupon

, 1 COUPON PER Boo
LIM

S

4 oz. 97c

UNSHINE

GRAHAM

Redeemable
only at

SW ANNS MKT.

"P
"
S

SEPT. 27, 1969

CRACKER
Ameri( an

League,

Minnesota drubbed Oakland 113. Cleveland nipped Boston 5-2,

Chicago swept
from

REEF FOOTS

Le.83c

.

vils

rained out.
In

89c RIB STEAK

lr dbEiD STEAK

California

a

doubleheader
7-4

and

3-2,

CRUMBS

Pkg.

33c

FLAVR KIST

/
1
2 gal 5R

Va I u -

Twin

COOKIES

011..00t,

--wwWwwwwww--t-

9°
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Miss Mary Jo Oakley Exchanges Vows
With Keith Michael Hinton in Ceremony
At the First Baptist Church, Murray

&

TIME ,

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

WEDNESDAY — SEPTEMBER 17. 1969

MURRAY, RENTUCE V
Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Mrs. Eugene Nance
Hostess For Meet
Harris Grove Club

svednessisy, September 17
The Murray Neighborhood
Girl Scout Association will meet
at the Scout Cabin at 9:30 ILAL

Parents Can
Help Melt
Drug Iceberg

Mrs. Eugene Nance was hostess for the meeting of the
Harris Grove Homemakers Club
held at her lovely home on the
•• •
Sinking Springs Church Hoed
The Wadesboro Homemakers
on Wednesday, September 10, Authorities say the problem
Club will meet at the Triangle
at one o'clock in the afternoon. of chug abuse in the U. S. is
Inn at 1.30 p.m. with Mrs. BaThe president, Mrs Bill Wra- like a huge ice.perg—only the
book.
register
the
ron Palmer as hostess.
ther, called the meeting to or- top is visible. We know that
Miss Laura Jo Neese of Par•••
der and Mrs. Alfred Taylor gave eight-ninths of the iceberg is
is, Teen., the bride's little AsThe Pottertown Homensakers
the devotion reading Psalms below the ocean's surface.
sorority,
Alpha
her
of
Omiter
Club will meet at the Holiday
19:1 and the thought and a Whatever the size of the drug
presided
at
Pi,
cron
the
regisMr. and Mrs. Richard Noel o
Inn at ten
poem, "The Greatest Beauty 01 abuse
ter table. A white floor length Cadiz Route Two are the par•••
problem,
authorities
The Murary School chapter of All Is the Beauty Of Character".
covered
the
cloth
linen
agree that knowledgeable parround
ents
of
a
baby
girl
born
at
th
An open luncheon will be
the Future Homemakers of
answered
the
members
Eight
ents have it in their power to
table which was centered with Murray-Calloway County Hospi- America
held at the Calloway County
met on Thursday evenhousehold shrink
it.
a silver bud vase containing tal on Thursday, September 11, ing at six-thirty o'clock in the roll call by giving a
Country Club from 12 noon to
hint and a visitor was Mrs. Arwhite and yellow roses.
at 5:18 pin.
one p.m. For reservations call
evening in the auditorium with :dile Morton. Mrs. Marvin Parks
Mothers particularly, as guait )
The baby weighing six pounds the president, Miss Susan Hale,
John Gregory, M. C. Ellis, RiReceiving the guests with the
read the minutes and gave the dims of the family health, can
104
ounces and has been nam- leading the opening ritual.
chard Orr, or Henry Fulton.
groom
were
bride and
their partreasurer's
report. The presi- do much to correct misconcep•• •
Eighty-six members were pre- dent read two letters from tions. The members of the faD1ents and the bride's attendants. ed Martee Rhea. The new fathNature's Palette Garden Club
Magnolia leaves, baskets of er is employed at Cumberland sent with forty-four of them be- Steve Wilson, a 4-H exchange ily must understand that exwill meet at the Community
tgawit dthenat
going
pereuctiti
erime „ng
withidon
g
nig new members. Mrs. G. T. student to Thailand
mums on standards, and ferns City, Tenn.
Grandparents are Mr. and Lilly, chapter advisor, greeted
Center at 1:30 p.m. Members
were used throughout the room
The lesson on "Care and ReMrs. Tommie Thomas of Cadiz each one and told some of the
are to bring flowers, tape, and
as background decorations.
pair Of Small Appliances" was crowd" can be risky; and there
ribbon to make corsages to donew ground rules for FHA presented by Mrs. Estelle Heu- is no glamor in drug abuse.
Card tables and chairs and Route Two. •••
nate for the Christmas show
'members.
seating
The Council on Family Healother
arrangements
er and Mrs. Marvin Parks
given
by
The
Mrs. Eunice Miller will be hosdevotion
was
th,
a non-profit organization
were used by guests. White
Red
making
discussion
on
A
Mr. and Mrs. Gary McColl of
tem.
cloths covered the card tables 901 Sycamore Street, Murray, Miss Suzanne Hale and the min- Cross bags for the boys in Viet- sponsored as a public service
•••
and on each were miniature ar- announce the birth of a daugh- utes and roll call were by Miss nam and the group decided to by members of the drug indusGrove Baptist
The Elm
rangements of yellow porn ter, Amy Michelle, weighing six Gail Russell. Miss Patricia meet at the home of Mrs. Parks try, suggests that parents start
Church WMS will meet at the
poms in silver Revere bowls pounds, born on Friday, Sep- Evans, financial chairman, dis- on Tuesday, September 16, to by informing themselves on the
church at 7:30 p.m. for the
The mantel and fireplace tember 12, at 4:30 p.m. at the cussed money-making projects. make and fill bags. Each mem- drug abuse problem can affect
Miss Nancy Mathis, chairman ner will fill one bag.
mission study.
the mental, physical and emowere banked with magnolia Murray-Calloway County Hospi•••
of the Cystic Fibrosis drive for
leaves and on either side were tal.
Other members present were tional health of young Amer.
The J. N. Williams Chapter
black pedestals containing large
The new father is employed September 14, appointed var- Mrs. Bun Wilkerson and Mrs. icans.
Consult your doctor, commun
of the UDC will have a luncheon
green plants creating the back- at the General Tire and Rub- ious chairman and helpers for Clifton Lee Jones. Refershity
each
health and police departat the Woman's Club House at
part
of
the
city.
Miss
ground for the bride's table.
Marments were served by the hosber Company, Mayfield.
ments or county medical associlyn Parks played a tape record- tess.
12 noon with Mesdames Wes.
Grandparents
Mrs.
are
Flo
length
floor
white
An ivory
ing regarding the drive.
ley Waldrop, G. B Scott, E. A.
The 'text meeting will be iations for books and pamphcloth covered the table. Gar- Wright of Murray, Bob Wright
It
Lassiter, and Clifford Melugin
was
announced
that
the
held
at the home of Mrs. Al- lets. Your pharmacist may have
lands of string smilax were of Owensboro, and Mr. and Mrs district FHA meeting would be
literature published by drug
as hostesses. Mrs Scott will
Taylor.
fred
Pete
McColl
of
Lynn
Grove.
at
caught
vantage
and
draped
manufacturers, who want to see
review the book, "Robert C
held at Lowes High School Sep• ••
•
•
•
points with clusters of yellow
the
end of drug abuse.
13
tember
Lee" by Freeman.
with
all
officers
Jeffrey Boyd is the name
porn poms, the same color of
•••
A list of free or low-cost maplanning to attend. Jane Archosen
by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Glenn
bouquets.
attendants'
bride's
the
terials available on drug abuse
Thursday, September 18
ant and Nancy Spann were selMrs. Keith Michael Hinton
A lovely center arrangement of Wilson of Gilbertsville for their ected as members at large
may be obtained from the BuThe Home Department of the
to
baby
boy, weighing eight
yellow fuji mums in a large
reau of Narcotics and DangerMurray Woman's Club will
attend.
Amy
Wilson
will
repreMiss Mary Jo Oakley became formal gown of ocean teal sill silver urn was used. Two five pounds five ounces, born on sent the president at the meetous Drugs, U. S. Department
meet at the club house at 9:30
candelabra Thursday, September 11, at 3:50
silver
Mr. and Mrs Gene Parker, of Justice, Washington, D. C.
bride of Keith Michael Hin- chiffon anid delustred satin branched
the
Land
scenic
to
the
trip
a.m. A
ing
as
Miss
Hale
is
district
song
p.m.
at
the Murray-Calloway
tapers flanked
Between the Lakes is planned ton in an impressive ceremony over silk taffeta. The dam!- holding ivory
leader and will be directing 1808 Kirkwood Drive, Murray, 20537.
beautiful five- County Hospital.
are the parents of a baby girl,
Few things are more disilwith lunch at Conservation on Sunday, August 24, at four-- fitted bodice featured a natural each side. The
her
own workshop.
They have one other son,
Traci Rae, weighing six pounds lusioning to children than a
Education Center. Transporta- thirty o'clock iu the afternoon waistline, defined with a bias tiered wedding cake was iced Russell
Miss
Jennie
Barker
and
Miss
Lloyd, Age -four. The
birds.
tion will be provided. Hostesses in the sanctuary of the First inset of satin, a Victorian ruffle in aD white using love
Susan Hale in a very clever way 14% ounces, born on Thursday, parent's statement that contains
columned-top two layers father is manager of the Inc°
told of their experiences at the September 11, at 11:40 p.m. at inaccuracies. Even elementary
will be Mesdames Quinton Gib- Baptist Church, Murray. Dr. H. at the high neckline and long The
completed with a nosegay Service Station at Draffenville.
son, Albert —Crider, John G. Chiles, pastor of the church, fitted sleeves with ruffle ac- were
State
FHA meeting in June the Murray-Calloway County school children may know more
Grandparents are Mr. end
Sm.poms.
porn
yellow
fresh
of
performed
ring
double
cerethe
Hospital.
cent
at
easy
the
/The
wrist.
about drug abuse than you real.
Stamps, Noel Melugin, Humphheld at Western Kentucky UniThey have another daughter, lie. Familiarize yourself with
dirndle shirt Wa•-softly grace.'lax was placed around the cake Mrs. Russell Wilson of Gilberts, versity, Bowling
rey Key, K. M. Miller, and Al- mony.
Green.
The bride is the daughter of ful and beck interest was cre- with accents of fresh flowers. ville and Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Tammie Laura, age nine. The factual information that:
fred Taylor.
Present for the meeting were father
Dr: and Mrs. Hugh L. Oakley, ated with a large satin Dior bow A silver punch bowl and tray Taylor of Lone Oak. Os-eat
is employed with the
•••
—There is a difference be1312 Olive Boulevard, Murray, from which flowed self stream- were on the opposite end of grandmothers are Mrs. Kathy the advisors, Mrs. Lilly and Mrs. John Woodruff Construction tween narcotic and
non-narcotThe Business and ProfessionA.
B
Crass.
and the groom is the son of Mr. ers terminating at the hem the table. All the appointments Boswell of the Senior Citizens
Company, Cadiz.
ic drugs.
•••
al Women's Club will meet at
Home,
Calvert
City,
and
Mrs.
Mrs.
Hinton,
Keith
and
M.
1051 line of her gown. Her headdress were in silver.
Mr. and Mrs. Only' King of
—Hallucinogens, such as LSD,
the Woman's Club House at
South Alvord Boulevard, Evans- was a satin and velvet bow
Mrs. M. C. Ellis of Murray, M. W. Taylor of Naples, Fla.
Handle ground meat lightly Murray Route Four and Mr. and have no general clinical med6:30 p.m. The legislation cosi•
•
•
ville, Ind.
from which fell streamers with aunt of the bride, and Mrs.
when making into patties. For Mrs. James A. Parker, 1829 ical use at the present time,
A baby boy, James Bradley,
mittee, Bea Hughes, Myrtle
The vows were exchanged be- velvet and satin petals A the James H. Cooper of Houston,
extra flavor, try adding sweet Catalina Drive, Murray, are the but are used in medical researWall, and Lavanche Turner will fore the altar in the church ends. Split veils of silk illusion Texas, cousin of the bride, cut weighing seven pounds, was basil, thyme, celery
salt, or chili grandparents. Great grandpar- ch.
be in charge of arrangements. which was centered with a tall were shoulder length.
and served the wedding cake. born to Mr. and Mrs. Monteil powder to the beef before
broil- ents are Mr. and Mrs. W. A. —Narcotics and sedatives,
• ••
Miss Linda Brownfield, Miss Paschall of Route Three, Fur- ing.
Steele of Murray Route Four. tranquilizing and stimulating
arched brass candelabra holding
She carried a cascade bou•• •
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 fifteen lighted white tapers. quet of yellow porn poms and Vickie Spiceland, and Mrs. year, Tenn., on Thursday, Sepdrugs are important in the pracOrder of the Eastern Star will Greenery entwined the brass ivy with yellow ribbon stream- George Shaw, all of Murray, tember 11, at 7:25 p.m. at the
tice of modern medicine, but
meet at the Masonic Hall at candelabra. On each side were ers.
and Mrs. Steve West of Lex- Murray-Calloway County Hospithey are dangerous when alma
iforse for 'Boated's'
tal.
7:30 p.m.
presided
ington
at the punch
large baskets of white mums in
The bridesmaids were Mrs.
HOLLYWOOD
• ••
(UPI)
They have a daughter, Vickie
-- Ied•
brass standards. Two brass spir- James G. Weatherly of Murray, I bowl.
—Barbuiturates are useful In
To prevent boiling eggs from Comedian Robert Morse will star the practice of
Men's Stag Night will be held al candelabra entwined with Mrs. John Bennett of LexingAlso assisting at the bride's Renee, age five. The father is
medicine, but), )
at the Calloway County Coun- greenery holding fifteen burn- ton, Mrs. Ryan Robertson of table were Mrs. A. D. Wallace, employed by Paschall Carpet cracking, add a little salt to the in "The floatniks" with Phil e'mabeye lead
the
to physical
abusedrcpendSilvers
at
Disney.
„
try Club. Hosts are Dr. Bill ing tapers flanked each Md.. Owensboro, and Miss Judy Da- Mrs. W. C. Elkins, Mrs. Helen Company„,_
water.
by
drug
Mr and Mrs. Louis Paschall
Doss, Bob Billington, Tommy Palms were also used in form- vidson of Clinton. They were Bennett, Mrs. Conrad Jones,
Chrisp, and Ted Billington.
ing the background for t h e attired identically to the hon- Mrs. M. 0. Wrtither, and Mrs. of Route Three, Puryear, Tenn.,
•a•
and Mr. and Mrs. Preston Evitta
wedding ceremony. The baptis- or attendant and their bouquets Gordon Moody.
,Ol.SIVA•114 Or
The John C. Winters Histori- try held an identical basket of were the same.
Others assisting with the re- of Hazel Route One are the
cal Society will meet at the flowers used in the altar arception were Mrs. Paul Lynn, grandparents.
Little Miss Susan Kelly of Miss Becky West, Miss Nancy
Great grandmothers are Mrs.
home of Mrs. Fred M. Gingle3, rangements. The family pews
1606 Farmer Avenue, at seven were ribboned with white. Tall Owensboro was the flower girl. Spann, and Miss Kathy Kelly Lola Lampkins and Mrs. Ruth
Paschall of Puryear, Tenn., and
p.m.
aisle burning tapers on stand- Her dress of ocean teal chiffon of Owensboro.
•• •
Little Misses Christine, Con- Mrs George Jones of Murray.
ards with greenery were used was designed like the adult at•• •
tendants except for short sleev- nie, and Carol Jo Spann passed
The Calloway County High throughout the guest pews.
es. Her headpiece was a bow out rice bags. White decorated
School Band Boosters Club will
Preceding the ceremony a of the same color satin ribbon
meet at the high school at seven
program of nuptial music was which fell in streamers to baskets using yellow flowers
p
and yellow streamers were uspresented by Mrs. John Bow- shoulder length. She carried a
•••
Robert- basket decorated with miniature ed. Rice bags were in white net
Gus
and
organist,
ker,
Friday, September 19
tied with yellow ribbon and
Stag Night will be held at son, Jr., vocalist. Organ select- yellow porn poms and yellow
rigs of lily of the valley.
Love"
Perfect
by
ribbon.
the Oaks Country Club at 7-30 ions were "0
Wedding Trip
Near"
"If
Barnby,
Art
Thou
I, in Hosts are Rubin James,
Mrs. Hugh Oakley opened her
Mike Deicken of Evansville,
After the reception the couMarie"
Bach"Ave
by
Bach,
by
Robert Hopkins, and George
lovely home on the Olive BouleInd., served as best man. The ple left for a wedding
'Dedication" by Franz,
trip to vard for
Gounod,
Hewitt.
the meeting of the Dogroomsmen and ushers were the Lakes of the Ozarks
in Mis- rothy Group of the Woman's
and "Liebestraum" by Lint.
•••
Philip Offerman, Thomas Hol- souri. The bride wore
an ivory Missionary Society
Mr. Robertson, accompanied by
of the First
Saturday, September 20
loway, Jr., and Steve Simpson, white sleeveless knit
which was Baptist Church
Mrs. Bowker, sang "Because"
held on ThursPregame
Evansville,
all
of
Frye
Ind.,
buffet
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catered by d'Hardelot, "Whither Thou
belted and had accents of brass
by House of Grace will b e
day morning at nine-thirty o'of St. Petersburg, Fla., Thys buttons. Her accessories
Goest" by Singer, and "The
were clock.
served at the Calloway County
Bax of Came Ill., arid Jay Ray- trranzene and she
wore a white
Lord's Prayer" by Malotte.
Country Club from 5:30 p.m. to
burn of Murray.
orchid
"Trumpet Tune" by Purcell and
The call to prayer and the
7:30 p.m. prior to the Murray
Attire
Mother,'
the traditional wedding music
devotion
on the theme of "Life"
Mr. and Mrs. Hinton are now
Mrs. Oakley, mother of the
State University football game
by Wagner and Mendelssohn
For reservations call Messrs
bride, chose for her daughter's at home at 1300 Payne Street, was given by Mrs. Neil Brown.
were used.
wedding an afternoon dress of Apartment 8, Murray. They are Mrs. Burivood Beatty led in
and Mesdames John Gregory,
Bride's Dress
prayer.
mint green silk and worsted. both entering Murray State
Virgil Haeris, Harold Hopper,
The bride was radiantly loveMrs. Hugh Noffsinger installThe easy A-line silhouette was University as seniors this fall.
Chad Stewart, or Donald Tuck
ly as she entered the sanctuary
In addition to those attending ed the new officers in a very
topped with a demi-fitted boer by Thursday. A record dance
escorted by her father w h o
dice that featured a bias roll from Murray out of town guests impressive ceremony using the
will be from 10 p.m. to one gave
her in marriage. She chose
collar heavily beaded in rock included Dr. and Mrs. Philip colors in a painter's pallette
a.m.
for her wedding a gown of
The new officers are Mrs.
••
crystal and imported irise J. Noel, Fort Campbell; Mrs.
ivory silk organza over bridal
Durwood Beatty, leader, Mrs.
Vernon
Hinton,
stones.
Below the elbow sleeves
Sunday, September 21
Morgardield; Lloyd Jacks,
peau de eoie combined with
assistant leader,
The old Calloway Court peau de ange lace re-embroides- were featured and she chose a Mrs. R. M. Cain, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Robert Fox, secretaryHouse will be open from two to ed on English illusion. The stylized matching mint ostrich Edward Hanes LU, Mr. and Mrs. and
feather for her head dress. She LeRoy Offerman, Philip Offer- treasurer.
five p.m
square neckline, etched in the
••
completed her ensemble with man, Thomas Holloway, Jr.,
lace pattern, featured long and
The program on the "Cru
accessories of matching hue and Steve Simpson, Miss Mary CoMonday, September 22
full Bishop's sleeves with deep
her corsage was a white orchid. dy, Mike Deickera Mr. and Mrs. sade of Americas" was given by
The Siuth Pleasant Grove fitted
cuffs at the wrist. The
The groom's mother, Mrs. Keith M. Hinton, Ricky Hin- way of tape recording furnishHomemakers Club will meet at empire bodice was fashioned
Hinton, wore an afternoon dress ton, Evansville, bid.; Mr. and ed by Mrs. Castle Parker.
the home of Mrs. Fermis Boyd entirely
of the re-embroidered of beige
Other members present were
lace made A-line sty.e Mrs. James H. Cooper, Housat one p.m.
lace which was encrusted with accented
•••
by satin covered but- ton, Texas; Mr. and Mrs. Nor- Mrs. Robert Carpenter, Mrs. Rutiny seed pearls, accenting the
bin James, Mrs. Irby Hendon,
ris paisley, Miss Jana
To prevent liquid from form- intricuate pattern. An easy A- tons. Her cuffed sleeves were
Oakley, end Mrs. Joe Johnston. Visitors
long.
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headpiece
of
Allen
Oakley,
Sam
'mall
Oakley,
Miss
ing on the top of pie meringues, line skirt was adorned at infeathers and other accessories Lusanne Lilly, Nashville, Tenn.; were Mrs. George Nichols, Mrs.
add 1/4 teaspoon of baking tervals with motifs of the lace
were ocean teal hue and a white Miss Laura Jo Neese, Paris, Jerry Upton, and Mrs. Louis
pattern appliqued with delicate
powder with the sugar.
alusluneyer, with the latter beorchid was her corsage.
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Ryan Robaccents of beads. Back interest
coming a new member of the
ertson,
Mr.
and
Mrs. Phillip group.
t ea
Mrs. Vernon M. Hinton, Sr.,
was created with a large Dior
bow from which flowed her ca- of Morganfield, the groom's pat- Rusher, Mr. and Mrs. Marc Kelly and daughters, Kathy and SuTo remove rust from the thedral train flowing into a ernal grandmother, wore black san, Owensboro;
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chiffon
with
voluminous
Week
sweep
as
she
accessories.
decorners of muffin and cake tins,
Robert
Wise,
These are just some of the sizes VolkeMr.
and
Mrs Noel
His
expect a VW to do.
maternal
scended
aisle.
the
grandmother, Mrs.
rub with a raw potato dipped in
St. Petersburg, Fla.; Thy. SAX,
wagenscome in. Regular,large and giant
The bride's veil of French R. M. Cain of Evansville, hut, V. Wise, Miss Barbara A is
They have air-cooled engines (in the
scouring powder.
Canal,
economy size.
illusion was designed in bouff- was attired in pink crepe with Wise, Dawson Springs, Ama.
rear, of course). So there's no water to
Rehearsal
Dinner
Noel
V. Wise, Jr., Shepphard
Regular, you know. It's the familiar
ant tiers, the first of which ter- matching
accessories.
boil over or freeze up. And no need for
Each
•• *
The groom's parents, Mr. and
beetle.
minated at the elbow with the wore white carnation corsages. Air Force Base, Texas, David Mrs. Keith M.
antifreeze.
Hinton, were
Hardy, Chile, South America;
Large is our Squareback sedan. It
bottom tier flowing the full
And they're easy on gasoline. The
Reception
To help keep gravy free of
Mrs. John Bryant, In, Fort hosts for the rehearsal dinner
holds more than the largest trunk of the
length of the gown, all attached
bug and the Squareback average about
Following the ceremony the Knox; Mr. and Mrs.
on
Saturday,
held
August
23,
at
lumps, stir with a wire whip.
Alvis oaklargest sedan.
to a headdress of ivory silk pe- bride's parents entertained with
27 miles on a gallon. The box about 23.
ley, Russellville; Mr. and Mrs. seven o'clock in the evening in
Giant economy size is our big bustals
which
were
simulated
lily•
*
a reception at the Calloway Aubrey Oakley, Cadiz;
So you see, no matter what size we
Room
Red
of
the
the
Holiday
Mr. sad
of-the valley leaves. She car- County Country Club.
like box. It holds nearly twice as much
make Volkswagens, they're all ecoMrs. James F. Hicks, Jr., Pa- lan.
as
the average station wagon.
ried a cascade bouquet fash
At the entrance of the re decah; Mrs. Paul
Lovely arrangements of yelnomical.
For a meal in a hurry, freeze ioned
Gerard, Jr,
of ivojy butterfly roses, ceetion room two tall brass
And all three Ms do everything you
Why not come in and size one up?
Mrs. Garnet Gilbert, Mrs Elvis low and white mums decorated
leftover hash in cigicake cups.
stephanotis. ivy, and ribbon floor candelabra held ivory
Donaldson, Mrs. Edna Brode- the u-shaped tables and lighted
When ready for use, peel off the
burning candies Huge ferns rick, Mrs. J. G.
tapers were used in silpaper wrapping and pop them streamers tied in love knots.
Denhardt, Jr., white
were
used
to
enhance
esskleillbra.
the
settver
Bowling
Green;
Mr.
into a baking dish and into the
and Mrs.
Mrs. George C. Oakley, us.
ing. Guests were greeted at John Bennett,
The guests included the weddLexington, Mrs.
oven, along with potatoes and ter-In-law of the bride, was the
the door by Mrs. Howard Tits- Adolph Davidson,
Miss Judy ing patty and guests. Covers
RICO
matron of honor. She wore a
vegetabies.
800 Chestnut
worth and were asked to sign Davidson, Clinton; Jim
Murray, Ky.
LALIM
Frye, were laid for thirty persons.

Murray High FHA
Has Chapter Meet
Thursday Evening

BIRTHS

Officers Installed
At Dorothy Meeting
At Oakley Home

It comes in three economy sizes.
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Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And
1% Cash Refund For Your
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.ean's surface.
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esical and einof young Amer

Favorite Church Or Charity.
WE DOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE.

Yes, Mrs. Housewife, we are pleased to be firit
in Murray with SEE THROUGH CLEAR PLASTIC
MEAT TRAYS. You can now turn your meat package over and see what it looks like on the BOTTOM
as well as the TOP. This is just another convience
which Storey's offers you at no extra charge, of
course. We specialize in fine meats, and you can
see them too -

BEL-AIR SHOPPMG CENTER

We Reserve the Riaht to Limit.
U.S.D.A. INSPECTED

Ready To Go

WHOLE

FRYERS

toctor, commun
police departr medical assoc.
ks and pamplinacist may have
abed by drug
who want to see
; abuse.
or low-cost ma
on drug abuse
d from the Biles and DangeiS. Department
ihington, D. C.

ROUND STEAK

27c

Breast 59t
Legs 49t
Thighs 49t

FRYERS

re more disiliildren than a
nt that contains
,en elementary
may know more
than you real.
yourself with
ion that:
difference beInd non-narcot-

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

33C

FAMILY PACK

89a

LE
PATTIES

COUNTRY STYLE

Ind sedatives,
d stimulating
int in the prac.
medicine, but
PUS when Abu.-

8

Ea.

English Cut

LB

19t

57c

Beef
Pork
Ham

LB. 33C

READ
20 O. LOAF

USDAE
COUNTRY
JOHNSONS

LB. PKG.

MARTHA WHITE

5 LI3.-BAG

19c
LB. 99

PORK CHOPS CENTER CUT
HEIFETZ

CARDINAL BRAND

LB.

3 Lb. Can

Lb.98C
Lb.5R
5/$1.00

CUT UP

LB
.890

LB.

Limit One With Additional Purchase

ItSVII4C01 01I •“(8.0C•.

RIBS
FRYERS
SANDWICHES

BUTTER NUT

FRY STEAK 88C
Itli LON
79C
BACON
BOLOGNA
494
CRISCO
59C
FLOUR 3
TOMATO
JUICE
10C
NAPKINS
OIL
MORTON
COOKING
490
HOSTESS
TV DINNERS rSCREAM
594
iY
a
m c FORMULA
254
19t
49C PEACHES
POTATO CHIPS
OT PIES tliEAL
494
GGs
394
JUICE
00 ONIONS
21
24
8 Oz. Patties

•

SWISSCHUCK JOAST
s§TEAK

BAR.B.0
FRYERS

•

,

s, such as LSD
. clinical ruedpresent time,
medical resear-

; are useful in
medicine, butt., )
ysical depend.
g abuser.

A STOREY FOOD GIANT FIRST! !

PICKLES
SWEET CUKE
SLICED

JACK SPRAT

QT.

39c

460Z.
CANS ,UU

PERT 60 Ct. Pkg.

WESSON

24 Oz, Bottle

ALL FLAVORS
L

Ea.

39c

13 Oz. Can

FOOD GIANT
TWIN BAG

• to

in the
ter to
id for

. The
3bout
ut 23.
'e we
ecoP?

01117ED

ALIN

LB

MORTON

VARIETY PAC

EA.

ADAMS, FROZEN

12 Oz, can

Turkey, Beef, Chicken

$1
5

CO I WHIP

HOSTESS QT.
ALL FLAVORS

VANITY

ICE MILK
Si GAL.

DOG FOOD

39c

POINTER
15 oz. CANS

12/$1.00

GOLDEN RIPE

BANANAS

YELLOW

3 LB. BAG

f or

T ORED KAYS

LB

•-•

39

- 9C
LB.
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Tax Incentive Working Well
In State; Industry Drawn

Congressional Boxscore
MAJOR LEGISLATION IN 91ST CONGRESS

American life on a proportionate scale.
An oft-repeated
The Moore proposals was enaphorism 15 "be puts his nxittacted on July 25 and in less
ey where his mouth is."
employThis exprewion could proba- than a month two new
moved
industries
giving
ment
Governor
to
applied
bly be well
Arch Moore, Jr. of West Vir- Into West Virginia and there
ginia. Before leaving Congress are indications that many smallestablishto become governor this year, er enterPrimf already
etplanning
are
state
the
minority
ed
in
Moore was ranking
member of the House Small pensions on the basis of this
Business Committee.
credit.
In this capacity he supportStarting with the Presidented many of the tax-incentive ial campaign of 1960, West Virmeasures ertdorsed by the na- girna has long been used as a
tion's independent business sec- case history of poverty conditor in votes conducted by the tions, and for several years
National Federation of lade- heavy infusions of Federal monpendent Business. And as rank- ey poured into the state split
ing minority member of the between a wide variety of FedFOLLOWING the 33rd full,
House Small Business Commit- eral programs.
fruitless, sessicn of the
and
sitthe
of
analysis
tee he led his colleagues in
careful
A
Governor Vietnam peace talks in Paris.
convinced
supporting the rural redevel- uation
opment bill of Congresman Joe Moore that the Mower to his chief U.S. negotiator Henry
Evins of Tennessee, chainnan states' problems was not to be Cabot Lodge talks with
(Coblephoto)
newsmen.
of the committee. This propos- found in Federal outlays.
al would grant tax incentives
Or as his press secretary
for employment providing en- Murray Yost puts it, "Too many
terprises starting up in rural of the Federal programs were
concentrated on trying to teach
areas.
But it is perhaps one thing the par how to live better in
as a member of a supporting poverty. The Governor feels
group, and another matter to that the only practical way to
take the same stand as a chief get out of poverty is to have
executive, where as former a steady job. And this is the
HANNOVER, Germitny(UPI)
President Truman once stat- purpose of the tax incentive
ed, the buck stops.
. . to encourage more busi- -A continent sunken beneath
Yet Governor Moore, con- ness expansion that oan pro- the waters of the Mediterranean
cerned over the economic con- vide those jobs in West Virgin- Sea has been discovered by Gerdition of West Virginia called ia."
man geologists.
During his years on the
an extraordinary session of the
But Prof. Hans Closs, head
state legislature this summer House Small Business Commit- of the Federal Institute of Geofor a principal purpose of pro- tee, Governor Moore was a con- logy, warns he has not found
viding tax incentives for the sistent advocate of solving ec- Atlantis.
creation of new industry in onomic problems through tax
"Most experts now think Atthe state, and the expansion of incentives. He was also recogwas an island in the Atlanlantis
of
the
as
one
nized on the Hill
existing industry.
Glom said in an
tic,"
Professor
His viewpoint prevailed, with better informed legislators on
the result that West Virginia the practical problems of small interview.
The continent he and a party
now offers substantial tax in- business.
In 1966, he- was featured on of 30 German scientists aboatd
centives to business that provides employment to its resi- the documentary film "Small the research ship "Meteor" did
tisiness is Big Business' em- diseover lies beneath the Ionian
dents.
In common with many states ceed by Bennett Gerf and pro- Sea, that part of the Mediterranin that area, West Virginia lev- duced through the cooperation ean between Italy and Greece,
ies on business what is known of the National Federation of in depths of as much as 9,900
as a business and occupation Independent Business. The film feet.
tax which is on a sliding scale, has subsequently been shown in
"Our tests indicated that the
depending on volume. This is the nation's TV markets.
continent or continental shelf
The Federation legislative sank relatively recently, as geoan important source of the revstaff says that if he were still logy goes, that is, about 20 or
enue of these states.
In West Virginia last year in Congress, the Governor wo- 30 million years ago."
one-fifth of the state budget uld have been one of the first
That would place the event
of $500 minim was raised from to have introduced an amend- in the Tertiary period, when the
ment
to the current tax bill to Alps and
this source, or $90 million to
Pyrenees mountain
provide that some part of the
be exact.
ranges were still being formed.
seven
percent
investment
creThe bill as passed provides
Apparently as those peaks reared
for a new firm that builds fa- dit be retained for small bus- up in the center of the European
cilities in the state, or an ex- iness, an issue now being fo- continent, others dropped beisting one that expands, to ught over with several Con- neath the waves of the Mediterwrite off up to 50 percent of gressmen taking a stand for
ranean. Clam said he believes
the business and occupation small and independent boilpart of the continent he discovtax. The dollar investment is mesa.
ered was a mountain range.
not used as the sale guide but
rather the useful life of the facilities. If that life is eight
years or longer, the full amount Hawaiian hail
of 50 percent can be taken as
HONOLULU (UPI) - Hail
a tax credit. Ti the estimated falls once or twice a year in
life is 4 to 8 years one-third Hawaii but usually it is so small
of this amount can be taken as it does little damage compared
NEW YORK (UPI)-Anthony
a credit, with other periods of with hailstorms on the mainland.

Discovery
in the deep

Fast Session

Hituse line-vp
Senate Lois-up

A SCHEDULED
0 IN PROCESS
* COMPLETED
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GOP

Vacancies
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SENATE
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6
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Nonproliferation Treaty
Tax Surcharge

%, 4,

** **

** **
***4

Tax Law Revision
Electoral College Revision
East-West Trade
Cigarette Advertising
Postmaster Appointmeffts
Postal Corporation
, Mine Safety
_
Water Pollution

**

*
**

*
*

****

****

**

*
****
,
** **
''..,

Organized Crime Control
Bank Holding Companies

**

WIVES SEEKING WORD ABOUT MISSING SERVICEMEN- The
wives of four America* servicemen missing in Vietnam are
in Paris to try to find out if their husbands are prisoners of
war in Vietnam. They are (from left) Mrs. Bonnie Singleton, Mrs. Sandy McElhanon, Mrs. Joy Jeffrey and Mrs.
Paula Hartness, all of Dallas. Tex.
(Cablephoto)

VP

*0

Antipoverty Program

- a

A

-

*

0
**

Military Procurement
Food Stamp Authorization,
Food Stamp Reform.
Foreign Aid

**4*
0

*
****

Omnibus Farm Bill
Voting Rights
Elementary Education
School Lunch Program

Dem.

Murray Loan Co.
MONEY HEADQUARTERS

0
*

i

*

a.
1
a
8
-a

**0

i

A

****

r

*

**
*
*

**

4%
0

506 W. Main Street

Phone 753-26Z1

COLLEGE CLEANERS
1411 Olive Riv4i.
— FRF.E PICKUP and DELIVERY —
Phone 7113-3352
Truly Fine Cleaning

* Executive Shirt Service *

AUN

Re

A mural grows
in Brooklyn

DIVERS FIND OLD CANNON--Three California divers look
over an old cannon they brought up from 80-foot waters off
Pt. Arguello, Calif.. said to be from the Yankee Blade that
sank in 1854 while carrying gold from San Francisco to
Los Angeles. The divers are (from left) Andy Anderson.
Dick Smith and Harvey Clemens.

Silvio, 10, didn't realize how big
he was thinking when he entered
a crayon drawing contest in the
school he attends.
As part of a cooperative effort by the school and a Brooklyn brewery to spruce up the
neighborhood, art classes in the
fourth, fifth and sixth grades
were given an assignment to
make 9-by-12-inch crayon drawings based on the theme, "A
Clean Street is a Happy Street."
The Rheingold brewery, adjacent to the school, agreed to
present $25 U.S. Savings Bonds
to the students with the three
best drawings, judged by the
school's art department. It also
agreed to reproduce one of the
winning efforts on a 40-by-60foot space on the wall of a buildint it owns.
Anthony won out over about
600 youngsters in the contest.
As a result, he probably is the
only fourth grade student in the
nation to have his school crayon
drawing work reproduced in oil
paints on a big city building
wall.

IGA

12

(We take the fun of driving seriously.)

This is the way it's going to be.
ntiaes 70's

MORE BRITISH TROOPS CALLED INTO BELFAST - Armed British troops man
barricade separating Catholic and Protestant s#ctions in Etelfast, Northern
British army summons 500 reinforcements to bolster its troops working
to keep peace between the feuding religious factions.

a barbed wire
Ireland, as the
16-hour shifts
(CabIrphoto)

-Surprised that Pontiac's setting the s le for the umpteenth
straigtilt year? Of course not.
But you may be acbit dazzled to fin out that Pontiac finally
outdid Pontiac
Take Bonneville. From tbe strong, nrw bumper grille to the
standard 455 uhder the hood, it's a rouser.;
Inside: instant limousine. So luxurioui some of the traditional
big boys are akeady screaming.
One of the -nicest things we could have done for Grand
Prix's luxury was to leave it alone We did. But we popped in a
455 V-8 for you to order. (It's an old Pontiac proverb that luxury

should have power.)
Enter LeMans Sport A brand-new series in the Pontiac
stable. •,Wait'll' cortfpetition sees it pull the new 400-cubes-under-..
the-hood trick. We'll show you that one if you check the .-right box
on the order form.
By now, you've spotted our '70 GTO. But maybe you haven't
heard it. A sound so tough we've thrown modesty to the wind and
dubbed'OTO The Humbler."
This is Pontiac '70 And we figure this is the way
driving's going to be. So why wait?
1
It's at your Pontiac dealer's now.

GM
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Northside
Shopping
Center

Northside
Shopping
Center

6TH ANNIVERSARY SALE
4111•1111•1111111111V

PRICES IN THIS AD GOOD THRU SEPT. 23
U. S. CHOICE

U. S. CHOICE

CHUCK
ROAST
115

VICEMEN—The
Vietnam are
re prisoners of
Bonnie Single'rey and Mrs.
(Cablephoto)

.
v0•
TERS

BE SURE TO REGISTER FOR

4

-2621

ts

RIB
STEAK
89

FREE GROCERIES
TO BE GIVEN AWAY THURS. FRI. & SAT.

AND

FREE G.E. TELEVISION
YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE PRESENT TO WIN

LB.

—
-U52

e

*

U. S. CHOICE

THURS FRI. & SAT. ONLY

U. S. CHOICE

SWISS STEAK
690-

HAM SANDWICHES
10/$1.00

e•••

LB.

AUNT JEMINA

CHUCK STEAK
5%
LB

DETERGENT

L IP TONS

PANCAKE MIX INSTANT TEA
89t
39
MIRACLE WHIP ICE MILK
39C
43t

BOLD

With Free 12 Oz. Bottle of Syrup

Reg. Mc Value

Reg $1.29

2 Lb. Box

re17113I

IGA

SALAD DRESSING

2 Limit

GAL.

LIMIT 2

10 Lb. Bag

OLD SOUTH

IGA

IGA

59C
SUGAR
99t
GIANT SIZE

2 Limit

IGA

DON'T MISS THE ONCE

ORANGE JUICE
12 Oz Can

341.00

MIXED VEGETABLES
BROCCOLI SPEARS
CALIFLOWER
BABY LIMAS

POT PIES
Chicken, Turkey Or Beef

A YEAR FROZEN FOOD SALE

541.00

PKG. OF 2 i9
IGA

BANANAS

CREAM PIES
4/$1.00

Choc. Coconut I Prnnn t3cincinn

10 oz. Pkg.

FRESH CRISP

RIPE

FISH STICKS

AT JIM ADAMS I.G.A.

Ea 14
IGA. FROZEN FOODS

PIE SHELLS
CUT CORN
CREAM CORN
GREEN PEAS
GREEN BEANS
NEW TENNESSEE

8 Oz. Pkg.

3/$1.00

IGA FROZEN FOODS

6/$1.00
10 Oz. Pkg.

Red Or Golden

APPLES 490
4 lb. Bag

onttac
-underht box

aven't
id an

1M
4,1141.4Ci

Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS IGA It's the total on the tape that counts!
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TVA NEWS LETTER
too large to travel over.
are
Twenty-five years ago today that
such as space rockets dea new era began in Tennessee land
for Michoud and Cape
River transportation. The lock stined
and nuclear reactor
Kennedy,
1 at TVA's Kentucky Dam, near
bound for ports overthe river's mouth in western vessels
U. S. inland
R! Kentucky, began operation on seas and along the
system.
September 11, 1944. That corn- waterway
: pleted the chain of nine lakes
it
and locks that created a yeartotaling $3,round waterway for modern tow- Coal contracts
awarded to
been
have
485,373
• boats and barges from Paducah,
the Tennessee
by
suppliers
nine
• Kentucky, to Knoxville, TennValley Authority for about 650,essee.
tons of fuel for TVA steam
000
The Tennessee had been used
plants.
for transport down through histerms range from
tory, carrying Indian pirogues, Delivery
14 months. included
to
weeks
26
pioneers' flatboats, Civil War
the first TVA term contract
armades, and the shallow-draft are
from Kew Mining
steamboats of the nineteenth cen- coal purchases
Co., Clear Creek Coal Co., Inc.,
tury. But the river's swift currand Mountain Coal Co.
ents and rocky shoals were alLike all TVA term coal conways obstacles. Projects to imawarded in the past four
tracts
prove navigation conditions on
nine new contracts
the lower Tennessee River be- years, the
that lands
requirements
include
gan shortly after the Civil War,
strip or auger mining
but always the success was only affected by
to supply coal for TVA shall be
partial.
reclaimed.
Making the river navigable for
modern commerce was one of the
objectives assigned to TVA when
Chosen is the native mum
it was created in 1933. TVA began building a system of multi- of Korea.
purpose dams, and the opening
of Kentucky lock in 1944 made
the river navigable throughout
its 650-mile length.
Since that time, freight traffic on the Tennessee has grown
from 2 million tons a year to
about 23 million tons. Private
Industry has invested more than
$1,700,000,000 in over 200 waterfront plants and terminals. Accumulated savings to shippers on
transportation costs for shipments using this waterway are estimated at $451 million, nearly four
times the waterway operating
costs in the same period -(indud* ciepraciation on original
Investment).
The lock at Kentucky Dam now
handles up to a thousand loaded
barges a month, raising or lowering them as much as 75 feet
between the levels of the river
below the dam and the lake behind it. A river tow bound
upstream may carry steel from
the North, grain from the Plains
region, or petroleum products,
U.N. PRESIDENT for the curchemicals or ores from the Gulf
session is 41-year-old
rent
Coast. Downbound tows carry
Angie Brooks, Liberia's asa variety of products to other
sistant secretary of state.
regions, including some cargoes

MEDITERRANEAN
SEA

&
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Nonpartisan oneenment
Kentucky, but the monument Southern soldiers.
Denver's city park 21% Stein hi.
• • •
MOW:ANTOWN,Ky.(UPI) — on the Butler County Courthouse
more than 20,600 acre,
dudes
fertile
The Pampas it, a vast
Civil War monuments are com- lawn is the only one in the state
terrain.
mountain
of
mon on courthouse lawns in honoring both Northern and plain of central Argentina
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YOU ASKED FOR IT. WE HAVE IT.
SAMSONITE ATTACHE CASE

,

.-k,k...
U. A. R

F

(acivwr)
\RED

SEA

HERE'S A PICTURE OF THE TENSE MIDDLE EAST SITUATION.
Union picketed

Whistle-wetting contract

BALTIMORE (till) — The
BOLTON, England (UPI)—
tables were turned in Baltimore Singer Kevin Ross mentioned
—a union office was picketed. to his boss that night club singA 27-year-old housewife and ing is thirsty work. The boss
her three small children picketed put a clause in his contract that
Teamsters Local 557. The wo- the 28-year old singer was en-'
man said the union was not help- tided to four bottles of beer a,
ing her husband collect back 'night.
pay.
Mrs. Gerald Browne said her
husband did not know she was
picketing.

FOR THE LOW,
LOW PRICE OF ONLY

$895

FE

THIS CASE REGULARLY SELLS FOR $16.95
Only A Limited Number Of These Cases

* * *

Are Available. This is The Last Time We

Broken chain
LUBBOCK, Tex. (UPI)—Mrs.
Tom Clay, Grover Cleveland
Adams and Cora Corner didn't
get together this year to celebrate their 82nd birthdays.
It was the first time in 82
years that at least two of the
triplets, believed to be the
world's oldest,'were not together
for their annual celebration.
Adams was at home, with his
children in Ardmore, Okla.,.and
Mrs.. Corner -was 'under special
care at a Plainview, Tex. hospital
** *
Togetherness
ST. LOUIS (UPI)—Mrs. Robert Weckherlin and Mrs. Eugene
Weckherlin are sisters-in-law.
They went to the same hospital
the same day and gave birth to
girls, four hours apart. They live
one block from each other.

Will Be Able To Make This Offer.

-Buy Yours Today-

"

"TELE-SPECS," they're called,
and that circle at the side is
a telescopic and magnifying
lens, handy for sightseers.
The Christian Dior sunglasses have optical lenses.

•

„
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MINIM
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GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY'

IP.
Ati

FF

Day in. Day out. Same old order-taking world. Wouldn't it be nice to have an Escape Machine?

Si

PE

FF

TIDYING UP

A U.S. Army bulldozer tips a destroyed tank into a "grave" for burial during a lull in battle action at Duc Pho, South Vietnam.

01

Introducing the totally new
Cutlass Supremefrom Oldsmobile.
The 1970 Escape Machine
that delivers elegance
in a trim new size.

FF

BI

Imagine you cruising around town in
this sleek beauty. Proud?—you'd better
believe it. This trim new personal
size Supreme lets you move up to
Olds elegance without leaving the
low-price field. But then, that's
your secret—a secret luxuriously
hidden under that formal new roof
and elegant lines. And there's Rocket
V-8 action that won't quit—thanks
to another Oldsmobile exclusive:
unique Positive Valve Rotators.
Cutlass Supreme—one of 29 Otds
,Escape Machines inviting you
to make your escape. Oldsmobile:
escape from the ordinary.

DI

M

952 110MBERs, whose escalation and de-escalation seem so much a question, drop their
bombs on a target in South Vietnam, They i;re the weapon most feared by the Reds

GM
See Youngmoblie Thinking for 19713 it your coidirnobne dealer's today: Toronado, Ninety-Eight,[Alta 99, Cutlass, 4-4-2 and Vista-Cruiser
••••• 0. "elle t 1001

park 2:%e•telll in
ban 20,600 acre,
train.

chine?
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ME FOODS FOR FINE FOLKSIOW/SGIr'S
NEN TIL9 P M
ALL MEAT

BALOGNA
LB 49C
WE
FEATURE

HOME MADE

CHESTNUT

BACON
L. 69

F?owliiirt*

PURE

FRESH

HAM
3

:AN&

NABISCO
30c
11111111111 AMPRIk

30c
42:01 11111111111
5ing
K i8.4
Size °z.

TIDE XK
ONLY

WITH THIS COUPON

E.

13 Oz.

JOHNSONS

CP
30c

SEPT„ 23
LIMIT 1 COUPON PER CKAGE PURCHASED CM)
30c
OFFER EXPIRES

GEE GEE White Or Yellow

FROSTY ACRES
10 OZ. 29C

RITZ
2 in a Pkg.

PATE
FROSTY ACRES

ORANGE JUICE
FROSTY
WHOLE NEW POTATOES
TASTE.O.SEA

BREADED COD

SNOWDRIFT
59
PINEAPPLE
3 LB

DEL MONTE CRUSHED OR SLICED

# 2 Can 390
MAXWELL HOUSE DELSEY TOILET

OLEO
LB 19

180z. 290

FARM FRESH PRODUCE

FROZEN FOODS

STRAWBERRIES

SWAN LIQUID
KING SIZE 59C OREOS
CAKE MIX
LB 3R

MARTHA WHITE

MARTHA WHITE

DEL BROOK

CHICKEN
BREASTS
L. 49C

GROUND
BEEF
LB 3

SUNSHINE

SUGAR WAFERS
BABY
13o. 39
FOOD
‘‘ FROSTING
29
oz ,ARle

LB

490

BEEF......TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN

RIB
STEAK
L $1.10

COFFEE
69

WEINERS
20z

SAUSAGE
390

ARMOUR CANNED

GERBERS
STRAINED

ARMOUR

331.00

POPCORN
23C
SALAD
DRESSING
OT 39C

120z. 39C

24
2 LB. 94

20 Oz. Bag

SEALTEST
OR MIDWEST

2 LB

SAL AD BOWL

ICE
MILK
GAL 390
BABY FORMULA

LAYS

SWEET POTATOES
APPLES RED OR GOLDEN DELICIOUS
SWEET CORN

25c
4L8, 49c
2 LB.

3 Ears 19C

IDAHO

5 LB. 39c

POTATOES
TOMATOES HOME GROWN
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
WHITE CREAM STYLE

Le. 19C

AMERICAN BEAUTY

TOMATOES

CORN

303 can 190
AMERICAN BEAUTY

303 CAN

BOUNTY

Tomato Juice
0.29C
LADY BETTY
CUCUMBER

TEENIE WEENIE

DOG
Potato
TISSUE SIMILAC Chips FOOD TOWELS WAFERS
29
45
2Ro„ 29 130z24
3/25
STARCH
Crackers
PEAS
Mackeral
Tamales
PRESERVES
L1319C
29
it3oz 49t 2/29
23
RAGS

TWIN BAG 59

HY POWER

SWEEPSTAKES

No.
I Can

DELITED STRAWBERRY

Roll

15 OZ.

KITCHEN KRAFT
PURPLE HULL

DIXIE BELL

FAULTLESS SPRA

300 Can

303 CAN

15 OZ

22 OZ

550
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New Bill May Reduce Tax
On Sell-Employed Persons

a
1

You "pay a price" to go into their businesses._ or continue
Secbusiness for yourself, they say. active and forego the Social
checks.
urity
And that price includes a deeper
One such businessman wrote
tax bite for Social Security.
Federation: "I became 65
the
small
In fact, a farmer or
I cannot
businessman of modest income this past April, but because
pays higher Social Security tax- accept Social Security
es than a salaried person with I am self-employed and am told
hours
equal income, and more than a I cannot work over 45
Social
receive
and
month
any
excorporation
$100,000-a-year
Security. After paying into the
ecutive.
A self-employed businessman pot for years, why should I be
what I
earning $8,000 a year pays$553.- penalized for accpeting
for?"
paid
have
80 of it for Social Security and
also exMedicare coverage while an em- Another businessman
with
dissatisfaction
pressing
his
high
ployee, no matter how
salary, pays a maximum of$374.- Social Security as he nears regovern40, an amount also paid by his tirement, suggested the
he has
what
back
him
pay
ment
employer.
in "and let's forget the whole
The basic Social Security tax put
thing."
on the self-employed is half again
taxes
more than on employees (6.3 Higher Social Securityballoonpercent of the first $7,800 com- are a major part of the
pared to 4.2 percent) while Me- ing payroll taxes which have hurt
to
dicare is the same (.6 percent) many businessmen's ability
consistent
a
maintain
or
expand
for both.
The amount of the differential profit. One recent study showed
15
in dollars has grown sharply that payroll taxes increased
average.
the
on
1968,
in
percent
been
has
tax
as Social Security
increased to the point that some
shop owners and farmers pay
more in Social Security than
in Federal income tax.
Street named
A bill to reduce the tax on
spaceman
for
self-employed to that paid by
MATARO, Spain (UPI)-This
salaried workers, proposed by
Representative Frank Horton of Barcelona suburb has decided
New York , has won heavy en- to name one of its streets after
dorsement from independent bus- Neil Armstrong, the first man
inessmen polled by the National on the moon.
Federation of Independent Business. Nationally, 76 percent vol-1
ced approval, 21 percent dissent
and 3 percent gave no opinion.
The reason for the higher tax
Olt IS WELL—Seated in a specially chartered jetliner top)
on the self-employed originally
hired to speed investment of the funds, officials of the Bank
was that since two tax shares
of America sort some $900 million worth of checks from the
are paid for each employee, and
sale of mineral rights in Alaska. Officials estimate a loss
the self-employed is one and the
of only one day in processing the checks could cost Alaska
same, he should pay more than
as much as $45,000 in interest. Lower, oil is being pumped
a single share.
from a discovery well at the rate of 2,000 barrels a day Aft
Howe yes, it is likely that many
the frozen wastela.nds of the tundra at Prudhoe Bay.
self-employed persons will draw
fewer benefits from the old-age
retirement fund, since many will
Payless powwows
Firstthings fa-et
not fully retire at age 65. Old!WYANDOTTE, Okla. (UPI)age benefits are reduced if afterThe Seneca-Cayuga Indians who
65 earnings exceed $1,680 a year
NEW YORK (UPI)-Rudyard (and eliminated altogether if $3,4
meet twice a week for studies
don't get any credits or money Kipling, a great cigar fancier, 360 is earned), so many farmfor it, but they keep meeting revealed his feelings when he ers and small businessmen,findanyway. The group is sharpen- wrote, in "The Betrothed": "A ing the Social Security inadequate
ing its skills in the tribal woman is only a woman, but a choose to continue working.
good cigar is a smoke."
For many, the choice is to sell
language.
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WASHINGTON REPORTS
SAY SPLIT BETwEEN
Moscow PEKING WIDENS

SAID- 114E COMMUNISTS
TAKE CONTROL Of UNION 41.114
Of JOuRNALISTS, LAST
CZECH LIBERAL VOICE

DIRKSEN'S SODS
LIES IN STATE
IN CAPITOL ROTUNDA

OIL BOOM CLAIMS
ARE STAKED Our
IN ALASKA,

alt4" lir
'Ltir

4114
f:

CHRISTIAN DEMOCRATS
ELECTION
WIN PARLIAMENT
SMALLEST
IN SAN MARINO
CAST
VOTES
15.314
REPUBLIC

'real*

THOUSANDS OF 'TOTEMS
REDUCE HEART Of CASERTA
TO SMOKING SHAMBLES

..it,

..-

All COMMUNISTS
EXCEPT RED CHINESE
PAY TtlIUTE TO DEAD HO

113 ARE KILLED
IN MiDAIII COLLISION
NEAR INDIANAPOLIS

CI
ISRAELI PUNITIVE RAID
LASHES 30-MiLf FRONT
IN EGYPT FOR 10 HOultS

ALL 25 ABOARD
KiLLED IN CRASH
Of AIRLINER
IN COLOmITIA

U S ENVOY 'TICK
SAYS IN RIO DE JANEIRO
HE WAS WELL TREATED
SY POLITICAL AlIDUCTORS
,
.11111111

Mauch
United States in 1870.
Chunk of history
JIM THORPE, Pa. (UPI) - Chunk, founded in 1815, was a
This town that once was the great railroad center and home
home of a dozen millionaires of 12 coal and railroad tycoons.
* * *
now bears the name of a famous
American Indian athlete who Well, well
died a pauper.
CITY, Mo.
JEFFERSON
The community was known (UPI)-The Missouri state capitol
as Mauch Chunk until 1953 when and the complex of state-owned
it was renamed Jim Thorpe in buildings around-ft draw 'their
honor of a sports hero at nearby water from deep wells under the
Carlisle University. f
statehouse, rather than obtain
The best known of Mauch it from the city of Jefferson.
PackChunk millionaires was Asa
It receives no purification treater, third wealthiest man in the ment.

Chuck co-stars
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Chuck Connors will co-star in
"The Devil's Backbone," a horse
opera of the old west to be
filmed in Spain, Yugoslavia and
Italy.
*

*

Mother role
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
Beah Richards will play the mother of the world's heavyweight
_boxing champion in 20th Century-Fox's "The Great White
Hope."

*

Director named
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Jean Negulesco will direct 'Hello
and Goodbye" for producer
Andre Hakim and starring Michael Crawford.

Reversion
ORD
HOLLYWOOD
Director John Huston reverts to
acting for the role of Buck
Loner in "Myra Breckinridge'
starring Raquel Welch.

inttkeSeventies!

cm:Mac re,gent

‘‘.

tyliosindla

110mIS EXPLODE
IN ISRAELI EUILDINGS
N BRuSSELS BONN THE HAGUE

BRITISH TROOPS
ERECT -PIACI LINE
BARRICADE IN BELFAST

the

lqpq
book
Canton:lag Scrapdo*
Back*iv v v
"Black Friday, a day upon which an excalamity occurs, especially in
the U.S.," is all one dictionary says.
The term is derivative of the climactic day in
September 1869, of an effort by Jay Gould, James
Fisk, Jr., Abel Corbin, and one or two other
buccaneers in New York financial circles, to
corner the ready gold supply. The nation then
being on a paper-money basis, gold was dealt in
as a speculative commodity in the New York
exchange. Historian Allan Nevins recorded in
Dictionary of American History (Scribner):
"Gould and Fisk first enlisted Corbin, who had
married President Grant's sister; they then drew
the new head of the New York Sub-Treasury,
Daniel Butterfield, into the scheme ...
"A gold corner did not seem difficult if governmental nonintervention could be assured. For
New York banks in the summer of 1869 held only
about $14,000,000 in gold, not more than a million
In circulation, and time would be required to
bring more from Europe. On Sept. 2, Gould began buying gold on a large scale; on the 15th
Fisk began buying heavily and forced the price
from 135 to 140 . . . The climax of Black Friday
found Fisk driving gold higher and higher, and
the New York gold room a pandemonium as
scores were ruined. As the price rose to 160, Secretary of Treasury Boutwell in Washington urged
the sale of three millions of the [government]
gold reserve, Grant suggested five, and Boutwell
telegraphed an order to sell four. Gould, perhaps
forewarned by Butterfield, had already begun
selling and gold sank rapidly to 135; Fisk found
means to repudiate his contracts."
The panic and heavy indirect losses to business
placed an ugly smirch on the Grant administration but was only the first of a series resultant
from actions of ill-chosen Grant associates.
CLARK KINNA1RD

e)t

E ceptional
67 c

-4 $

Distributed

The elegantly spirited1970 Cadillac
The brilliant new 1970 Cadillac is styled to reflect the quality of life in the
spirited seventies. Its striking new beauty suggests the tempo of people
on the move. Richly tailored appointments welcome you to a new era of
Cadillac taste and elegance. Sparkling performance invites you to experience an entirely new dimension of motoring pleasure. In all eleven

Cadillac models, you'll discover new ideas attuned to the spirited
seventies. You may choose a new radio that will seek out your favorite
AM, FM or stereo-only station. The aerial is neatly concealed in the
windshield. This year, Cadillac engineers have again made sure that the
Cadillac ride continues to be the most enjoyable in motoring history.

The New York Stock Exchange (right) in
1889. The site was No. 10 Broad Street.

by King Features Synclicat.

Ma,
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The newly spirited 8.2 litre Eldorado
,
of an experimental ,aircraft
AIR CUSHION LANDING TUT The first landing on water
scientists and Air Force
newsmen,
by
watched
is
landing'system
cushion
using an :titsystem enables landings
Ben
The
N.Y.
Buffalo,
at
officers ibickgroundI on Lake Erie
on surfaces from ice to marshes.

1

111. •

at

r

The Spirit of the Seventies is nowhere more evident than in the handsome
.*# 1970 fldorado. Behind its smartly recessed grille is a new 8.2 litre V-8
engine (500 cubic inches),'the largest V-8 ever offered in a production
passenger car. Created exclusively for the front-wheel-drive Eldorado,.
this new po's'er plant harbors an ample reserve to operate the power

See the spirited new 1970 C_adiflacs at your authorized dealer's—they herald a decade of motoring excitement!

•••T•••••41.411.011111101111•01141.0

gl

assists one usually associates with a luxury car, while yielding a new kind
of performance that will' set the pace for personal cars for years.to come.
The instant you feel the new 8.2 litre V-8 in action, you'll know that the
Fleetwood Eldorado is'the world's finest personal car. The moment you drive it, you'll kAow that Cadillac has left the sixties far behind'
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TV takes
new role
at school

II

) (UPI)
ill play the moI's heavyweight
in 20th CentGreat White

) (UPI)
iston reverts to
role of Buck
Breckinridge"
elch.

iw

spirited
favocite
in the
!hat the
ory.

NEW YORK (UPI) — The
classroom of tomorrow will look
like a television studio.
All aspects of see-hear gear
loom for education in the
'future, if a recent exhibit of the
latest in classroom and other
communications is any indication.
Studios abounded at the exhibit and teachers attend"ng
were urged to try their hands at
producing television tapes. T levision teaching cameras ran ed
in size from those carried in
small handbags to those which
are portable in station wagons,
to elaborate studios in edu ational centers.
One development was transmission of pictures which can be
received on an ordinary television camera and sent over
ordinary telephone lines instead
of coaxial cables.
All of these were part of the
scene at the education and trar
big exposition, put on by the
American Management Association.
Not far behind television
developments were scores of
cameras and projectors which do
not have to be threaded nor do
rooms have to be darkened. Instead of waiting for the entire
class to see the film, a single
student can go off in a corner to
watch a movie in which he is
interested and without teaching
supervision.
Other items coming "up for
the classroom, shown it the exhibit, included:
— A device which "compresses" speech by 40 per cent
to permit a quick learner to
speed the pace of the slow lecturer. A reverse process "decompresses" the lecture of the
teacher who talks too rapidly.
— A portable device which
will permit a teacher to telephone anyone in the world and
have him lecture to the class
with students asking questions
and being answered.
— Teaching machines directed
toward permitting the student to
proceed at his own pace with as
little assistance as possible from
the instructor. The machines
with colored lights and push
buttons supplemented by cards
and crayons, are designed t
make education fascinating in
stead of a chore.
— Machines to lessen teacher's work, marking papers and
analyzing the results.
— A teaching machine to le
paraplegic children who have
lost the use of hands and feet to
learn their lessons at their own
pace by using their tongues to
depress buttons.
— The history student does
not have to turn to a textbook
One device permits the student
to hear, say, the inauguration
speeches of Presidents Truman
Eisenhower, and Kennedy, or
the speeches of Winston Churchill during the Battle of Britain.
— A method for matching a
student to any one of 3,000 to
5,000 colleges and junior colleges. If he does not wish to
continue his education, he can
ask about some 5,000 occupations whose salary ranges, working requirements and educational prerequisites are tabulated.
— For college students who
want to decide which company
to join after graduation, there
soon will be installed on campuses an audio-visual aid which
will let the student examine all
the attractive features of hundreds of top companies.

PARKER'S
SERVING MURRAY AND
CALLOWAY COUNTY WITH
GOOD FOOD FOR YEARS
IF YOU M*ATCH*THE*QUALITY,
YOU CAN'T BEAT THE PRICE!!
REALLY . . .
wouldn't you rather have
Nationally Advertised
Brands!

JUST LOOK AT THE
WONDERFUL

riteerIT PIES
POT PIES

citement!

2

PORK ROAST

2

Lean Tender
PORK

Peach, Apple

Chicken, Beef, Turkey

S-oz.

Frosty Acres Cut

BEEN BEANS

_. .

9-oz. pkg.

Garden Delight

FRENCH FRIES

2-lb. bag

iardireiEGETABLES
BriladeGK

with thisfriendliest butcher service in town

FRESH PICNIC STYLE

AND THE LOW LOWIF`CICUCOS
PRICES!

4-oz. pkg.

WAGON STEAK

2

16 oz

290

STEAK L8.6R

OR 390

kg.

Our Own Pure

can Boneless PORK

CUILEI
LB
S190

SALTSRAGF490

Krey A -Meat - 12-oz. pkg.

Krey - 1-113. cup Pork

89°

MUSSELMAN RED PIE
16-oz. can

Field's Worthrnore SLICED

BACON

Moon-Klif

ANGE JUICE

46 oz.
can

39

Parker's Own
PIMENTO CHEESE
or
- 8-oz. cup
HAM SALAD

49

INSTANT NESCAFE

COFFEE

Laundry

-COM
POWER

Detergent
3-Lb. 1-0a.

Get 2 Free oz

l2-oz.
Bonus
Pkg.

alad Bowl

SALAD DRESSING
391‘

PUT EXTRA SAVINGS IN YOUR PURSE WITH THESE
PLENTIFUL FOODS
FRESH TENDER, HOME-GROWN

5-oz. jar

TURNIP GREENS - -2 39°
59°
POTATOES
lbs.

790

U.S. NO. 1 RED

10-lb. bag

QUALITY
WITH A

DOUBLE Q

LOW PRICE

FRESH HOME-GROWN

INK SALMON _ _ _ tall 79
an

WESSO
OIL

Going barefoot is a delight,
but also can be a danger. Safety
officials say that there are added
hazards in today's living, that
thousands of children have
suffered first and second degree
burns on the soles of their feet
by stepping on hot coals carelessly dumped from portable
barbecue grills. Broken glass also
Is increasing, with the advent of
the non-return bottle in the
packaging field.

iew kind
to come
that the
!lent y4ou

We want you to become acquainted

FirtcoziE-INT

ure Vegeta

Movable park
LITTLE ROCK, Ark.(UPI)—
To beautify a barren block cleared for urban renewal in the
business section here, a portable
park has been opened by a merchant group. The park, believed
to be the only one of its kind
in the United States can be dismantled quickly and reassembled elsewhere in the city as other
areas are razed.
Flowering crab apple trees
were brought from Ohio and set
in decorative planters. In addition to trees and shrubbery the
park contains two bus stop shelters. During evening hours picturesque gaslights provide soft,
mellou illumination in the mini
park.

PARKER'S SUPER MARKET

SHOP AT THIS SIGN OF QUALI Y...THIS SIGN OF SAVINGS.

3-lb. bag

29°

Bunny - St Value

SWEET ROLLS
YELLOW SOLID

MARGARINE _ _
NORTHERN

TISSUE

Sint
kEPEAS

cfaonrs
17-oz. can

490

Giant Size

490

St)PtR MARKET

"Now --ry-•••••flYs R••set•fsa•••••••,-• -•t •

•••1.1
-

• -
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•

.
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first, but in about rune years
the ck4lar volumn of loans has
increased over ten times.

In the 1968 fiscal year 129
loans were Made for a total
of $1,100,000, or an average of
$9,191 each, at an average interest rate of 7-percent. The majority of the loans made during
the past nine years, of which
299 have been paid off, were
for retail operations with cafes,
meat packing plants, and wholesalers the next most important
Minority leaders also claim categories
SBA is not doing the job insofar as establishing
While the South African govminority
members as entrepreneurs is ernment's total funds for Bantu
.concerned. Late in the last ad- loans is substantially less than
'ministration, this function was the apparent total in the United
xiven to the SBA. It has been States, when reconciled to the
Anontinued as an SBA function differential in Gross National
:in the current administration de- Product, $800 billion versus appspite platform pledges to set up roximately $18 billion, the South
separate local minority develop- African Involvement is shown to
ment corporations for this pur- be more than 3-72 times as great.
pose.
The South African experience
In this respect, taking into with the Bantu Investment Coraccount the differentials in size poration would seem to indicate,
and gross national product, the Federation
researchers feel,
SBA performance seems far be- that a program to assist nonhind that of the Republic of South whites to become entrepreneurs
Africa which is apparently the can be successful, but only if
only other nation with a govern- administered exclusively by one
ment program to aid non-whites agency.
become established in business
It is held significant that in
ownership.
South Africa this program is haRecent testimony by SBA peop- ndled by a special agency while
' le before Congressional comm- the SBA is now engaged in juggittees states that in fiscal 1969 ling three programs.
the agency either through direct
One is the aid to potential
loans, participating loans, or lo- non-white entrepreneurs, one is
an guarantees, made the largest the assistance to established smdollar volumn of loans in history aller firms, the real purpose for
totaling $544,000,000.
which the agency was set up,
But the total of the loans giv- and the third is operation of the
en was 9,494, as compared to Small• Business Investment Cor13,000 in 1964 when SBA was porations, better known as the
mOst active in the area comm- SBIC's.
only considered small business.
However, testimony given by
,
This indicates that the aver- A. J. Singer of SBA casts a
. age SBA loan arrangement was doubt on whether or not SBIC
for $57,000.
operations
are really related
Testimony presented by the to small business in the commSBA people indicates that only only accepted sense of the term.
about 20 percent of the funds
He claimed before the commiwere from the government, the ttee that a private party, or partbalance from private lending ag- ies, can parlay an initial investencies, either as participants ment of $150,000 into $2,250,000
or on the basis of guarantees worth of loans.
issued by the SBA.
The steps he outlined are as
This further indicates the ac- follows: To the original private
tual government cash involved $150,000 to start an SBIC the SEA
was approximately $108,800.000. will add as a loan $300,000. With
And while independent bitable- this $450,000 the SBIC can then
'ssmen have been esakeerned that make subordinated investments
the lack of SBA loans has been in smaller businesses. He also
due to heavy involvement by the estimates that every dollar of
agency in financing non-whites such financing by SBIC can supto business ownership, appar- port four dollars of bank loans
ently this is not the reason for to small business, which will in
the lack of assistance to es- turn be guaranteed up to 90
tablished small firms.
percent by the SBA, so that the
The testimony reports 14 per- original investors in the SBIC
cent of the loans went into this with $150,000 now have generat'Area which would account for ed over $2 million dollars in
Approximately only $15,232,000 loans.
7111 actual government cash. On
Under the law, SBIC's can
the basis of a reported 4,102 charge up to 15 percent interloans, this shows the average est.
loan to a non-white fledgling enIn addition, SBIC's can, and
trepreneur, in terms of actual often clo, insist on a piece of
government investment is $3,710. the business as the prerequisThe only comparative data is ite to a loan.
found in South Africa. When that
In his testimony Singer recountry became independent of 'ported on 2,022 small concerns
British colonial rule, it establ- that received an average of $83,
ished what is known as the Ban. 892 from the SBIC industry, He
ut Investment Corporation for also reported that in 1,859 of
the sole purpose of encouraging these businesses, profitability
and assisting the black tribes- increased by an average of$7,265
men to become business prop- per concern.
rietors. Due to the problems
Significantly, he stated that the
Inherent in working with people largest average increase in proslowly energing from the latter fits per small concern occurrec
Iron Age. progress was slow at with those financed by SBIC's
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setting up a business, appears
to be dominating the SBA.
According to SBA testimony
1M.$
the loss-rate on regular loans
has lumped from 2.86 percent
to 3.3 percent within one year.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. ups
However, on what is termed Ecpurchase of their capital stock onomic Opportunity loans, the Six Southern states have formactual and estimated losses are ed an agreeinsat to help one
and stock rights.
would like ever so much to start
It . Nothing ever does appeal to him, until
It is further reported that 350 stated as almost 12 percent, whi- another stop the bootlegging of
a movement for getting above the
It has made a terrible hit somewhere else,"
cigarettes
over state lines.
SBIC's are now operating, with ch SBA officials consider to be
average. Surely if we all try hard, we can
The quotation is from Winnowed Wisdom,
Representatives from Tenneslift ourselves up high above the average . . .
total assets of $585 million with "remarkably low" in view of the
by one of Canada's great contributors to
see, Kentucky, Georgia, AlaThink how fine ft would be to get away from
investments in small business risks involved.
world literature, Stephen Butler Leacock,
bama, South Carolina and Florthe average—to mingle-with men seven feet
However, according
who was born in 1869. Some seventy-five
Of $l-'ii billion.
to the
high and women six feet round . . . But the
years later two United States Americans,
In the meantime, according certified audit of the South Af- icia met in Chattanooga last
trouble with such a movement is that if I
Stanley J. Kunitz and Howard Haycroft,
to Federation researchers, the rican Bantu Development Cor- week to discuss plans for a
did really start it, and it began to succeed,
surveillance network to provide
were lo declare In Twentieth Century Auestablished independent business poration a reserve for doubtful
then who would come flocking into it but
information on traffic of conthors:"Leacock might without exaggeration
loans
of 3.82 percent is set-up.
community is finding in this era
the darned little average man himself? As
traband smokes.
be called the most popular humorist in
of high interest rates little, if The actual bad loans written off
long as it ;is unsuccessful, he'd keep out of
Joe K. Gilbreath Jr., director
America since Mark Twain. Parts of his
during the 1968 fiscal year amany, assistance from SBA.
of the miscellaneous tax diviNonsense Novels have gone into the currency
Neither are non-whites seek- ounted to only 2.2 percent.
sion of the Tennessee Revenue
of familiar and immediately recognized quotations."
Earlier in the year, in a coing opportunities in business thDepartment, said Monday the
Among those is: "Lord Ronald said nothing; he flung himrilled with the SBA performan- mmunication to George Burger,
self from the room, flung himself upon his horse, and rode
plan should help boost sagging
senior vice president of the Natce in that area.
madly off in all directions." . . . "A half truth in argument,
tobacco tax collections in states
But the SBIC end of the oper- ional Federation of Independent with relatively
like a half brick, carries better." ,,"As for exercise, if you
low rates.
Business,
ations, primarily concerned with
Congressman Wright
have to take it, take it and put up with it. But as long as
"We hope to develop a bootthe making of loans of a size Patman stated that sometime this legging surveillan
you have the price of a hack and can hire other people to
ce
program
that is not sought or needed year the House Banking and Curr- similar to that used
play baseball for you and run rnees and do gymnastics when
on the Toyou sit in the shade and smoke and watch them — great
either by the majority of the ency Committee, which he heads, bacco Trail, which runs
from
heavens, what more do you want?" . . . "There is an old
small business community, or would make a study in depth of North Carolina north into New
motto that runs. 'If at first you don't succeed, try, try,
non-whites seeking assistance in SBA operations.
York, New Jersey and Michitwain.' This Is nonsense., It ought to read, 'If at first you
gan," be said.
don't succeed, quit, quit, at once!'"
Although North Carolina apPopularity of Leacock's dozens of books of humor obscured
pears to be the main source of
the fact he wrote a widely used text, Elements of Political
supply to bootleggers, GilbreaEconomy; he was a distinguished Ph.D. and head of the
th said, it had no representatDepartment of Economics and Political Science at McGill
ive at the Chattanoog,a meetUniversity. He took more pride in his humor. remarkin
g,
ing because it does not have
-The writing of solid, instructive stuff, fortified by facts
and
a tobacco tax bureau.
figures, is easy enough. But to write something out of one's
A report released last week
mind, worth reading for Its own sake, is an arduous
conby the Tobacco Tax Council
trivance, only to be achieved In fortunate moments,
few and
showed Tennessee tax collecfar between. Personally. I would rather have written
Alice
tions dropped 19 per cent in
In Wonderland than the whole Encyclopedia Britarinic
a."
Photo
of
Stephen
Leacock
July.
A quarter century after his death, collections
14 Leacock
chosen for his biography in
humor remain among paperback popular reading.
Gilbreath said stockpiling of
-Twentieth Century Authors."
cigarettes before the state tax
CLARK KINNAIRD.
was raised from 8 to 13 cents
Distributed by King Features Syndicate
per pack on June 1 contributed to the decline, but bootlegging also was a factor.
Contraband
cigarettes
of Partner and other beers, but
are
The Panama Canal opened
nnuggled into Tennessee from Czech shortages
restaurants'and bars often go for
Aug. 15, 1914.
Kentucky and South Carolina
PRAGUE (UPI) — Czecho. three and four days at a time
*
*
as well as North 'Carolina, GilDEFEND CHARGES—Look magazine editor William B. Arthur
slovakia, a traditions] exporter without
beer.
One Prague
breath said.
(center), flanked (ty writers Richard Carlson (1,14 and.
There are 155 species of land
of matches, now imports them young people's magazine even
North Carolina has no state
Vietnam, of which 17
Lance Brisson, in TV tape session in San Francisco, defends
carried .persotud advertisements snakes in
from Austria, instead Of
tobacco tax while the Kentucky
•
the periodical's article alleging San Francisco'mayor Joseph
porting coal as in the past, the of people looking for secondrate is 2.5 cents per pack and
Allot° has links with the Mafia. Alioto has filed suit igainst
*
*
country currently imports large hand blue jeans.
the South Carolina rate is 5
the magazine and its publishers for ;12.5 million.
amounts
from
Poland.
arev
T
her
enoa
monetary
jsunit in Yucents per pack.
Czechoslovakia is the home
goslavia is the dinar.
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS

Small Business Administration Under
Fire From Congressman Wright Patman
Why is the Small Business
'Administration
making capital
C-available to presumed capitalisIn?
This seems to be the current
:-Investigative thrust of Congress:an Wright Patman's study of
SBA operations.
The National Federation of Independent Business
research
staff receives constant complaints that SBA is cold-shouldering
the loan needs of legitimate small firms whose requirements are
$5,000 to $20.000.
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READ AND HEED--An elderly man wears an
appropriate
message from the Bible as he passes a British
sentry in embattled Belfast. Northern Ireland. It reads.
"Unless the Lord
guards the city. the *entry watches in vain
.Psalm 127

f

Monte Carlo. Our whole new field of
• The first truly luxuriOus personal carone.
even us guys who work
for a living can afford.
Big 350-cubic-inch V8. Power disc brakes...Deep twist carpeting.
All standard. '
Some car, the Monte Carlo.
Some cars will.be wishing we had never brought it out.
Moving ori. Caprice.
'
The perfect car for "the big car man."For 1970 we gave it a new grille, new 250-hp standard V8, new

Ourtough one: Chevelle SS 396
fiberglass-belted tires, new colors, new trim.
New headaches for higher priced cars.
Moving on. Chevelle SS 396.
The Chevellest Chevelle yet.
Now You c4n order a•Cowl Induction Hood
to help the horses
breathe. All 350 of them.
Move on.'
To your Chevrolet dealer's.
Putting you first, keeps us first.
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KING SIZE With $5.00
T DE XK Purchase 49c F.
-P49ITH THIS COUPON
ONLY

-

4.‘

:

-

'ZPOIMT

$1.4

giving
'treat' or treatment?

...

LIBERTY SUPER MKT.

KING SIZE
5 Lb. 4 Oz, Reg. $1.49

41110

LIMIT 1 COUPON PER PURCHASE

;MP

9/23/69

VALUE

With Coupon

Govt. Inspected

SACR • MENTO

DEAR ABBY: Our 19-year-old daughter has been seeing
a psychotherapist about some problems. This is perfectly all
right with us, but his mode or "therapy" has us worried.
Our daughter tells us that after each session he takes her
in his arms, holds her close and kisses her tenderly. He says
this is the new "sensitivity" therapy. Have you ever heard of
anything like this?
WORRIED MOTHER

Graded

11,

il

WESSON

DEAR MOTHER: Before jumping to any hasty
conclusions, you must remember that your daughter is in
"therapy" and could be indulging in fantasy, exaggeration or
wishful thinking. However, "sensitivity" therapy is a new
approach, as opposed to the former rigid "hands off"
• relationship between patient and psychotherapist. Some
patients need a friendly touch or a reassuring pat. But no
reputable therapist I've ever heard of will "tenderly kiss" a
patient as part of the therapy. You have every right to confer
with your daughter's therapist and find out if HE'S giving
her a "treat" instead of a TREATMENT.
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DEAPLABBY: I have a prominent nose, but it is a family
trait. In fact we call it a "SCHWARTZ" nose. Every now and
then some rude person will ask, "Why don't you have your
nose fixed?"
I don't think I need it, but how should I answer?
J. SCHWARTZ

7 riv

GERBERS STRAINED

p

0 OZ. Jar

S
3
SMUT
,4
3
ti
O COCOA
()LE

Two Maryland police cars stopped and offered help. A
third one put in an emergency call. Three other family cars
stopped and offered help. Two buses stopped offering to drop
us off at a service station. FOURTEEN Good Samaritans in
one hour and fifteen minutes The world must be spinning in
the right groove.
Sincerely,
MRS. E. P. B., WASHINGTON, D. C.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "HEARTBROKEN PARENT" IN
SAN DIEGO: Take it from Jake Ehrlich, one of the most
brilliant and colorful trial lawyers of our time. He said [In his
book, "A LIFE IN MY HANDS") "This may sound dated, bat
I'm convinced that if more fathers read to their young today
there'd be fewer fathers talking to themselves on the way
out of the visiting room at the Juvenile Hall."
Everybody has a problem. What's yours' For a personal
reply write to Abby, Box 419700, Los Angeles, Cal. s00611, and
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Hate to write letters? Send Si to Abby, Box WM, Um
Angeles, CaL WOW for Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters
for All Occasions."
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19t
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39C PEAS
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GOLDEN DELICIOUS
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lb. Boxot
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CREAM
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GT. BOTTLE

LIBERTY COUPON
100 TRADING STAMPS

100

LIBERTY COUPON

LIBERTY COUPON
50 TRADING STAMPS 50

50 TRADING STAMPS 50

With Coupon and Purchase
Of 22 Oz. Liquid Chiffon.
32 Oz. Bottle 43c
Void After Sept. 23rd.

With This Coupon And The
Purchase Of 3 Lbs. GROUND
BEEF.
Void After Sept. 23rd.
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Indian extras
HOLLYWOOD
(11111)- Warner Bros. employed 75 Santa
ADMISSIONS
Clara Indians as extras in the new
Mrs. Helen Butler, Rte. 2, Anthony Quinn comedy "NoMurray; Mrs. Kathy Wade, 909 body Loves Flapping Eagle."

SEPTLMHER 14,1969

8

ci jARS1 NO9

3A03S
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Pogue Ave., Murray; Woodrow
W. Faith, Gilbertsville; William
D. Thorne, Rte. 1, Dexter; Mrs.
Ruth L, Hoke, Rte. 1, Murray;
ADULTS 86
Mrs. Francis Howard, Rte. 1,"
9
NEWBORN
Lynnville; Mrs. Norma Darnell,
SEPTEMBER 13, 1969
Rte, 1, Almo; Mrs. Nancy Sue
Morton, 1000 Walnut, Murray;
ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Nellie G. Ward, 112 So, 10th
St., Murray; Mrs. Nollie I. WickMrs. Ethel Jackson, 2524 Herer, Rte. 1, Hazel.
mitage, Louisville; Alben Crouch
Rte. I, Murray; Mrs. Ann GarrDISMISSALS
ison, 523 Broad St., Murray;
Arthur S. H)ort, Box 168, HazMist Dial*
el; Mrs. Frances Adele Key,
Shelia Tucker, Rte, 1, Farming625 Murray Courts, Murray;
ton; Don Paschall, Rte. 1, MurMiss Ethel Paschall, 501 South
Robertson, 211
ray; Flavil M
9th, Murray,
So. 13th St., Murray; Mrs. Janet
Midyett and Baby Boy, Rte. 4,
DISMISSALS
Bardweil; Mrs. Mae West, Rte.
1, Almo; Henry Jackson, Rt. 2,
Thomas Ross, 403 North 1st,
Dover, Tenn.; Buford H. Houston
Murray ; Mrs. Paula Sutter, (To Cony. Div.), 516 So. 6th St.,
103 South 12th, Murray; Mrs.
Murray.
Mary Brooks Harrison, 717 Con.
tier Lane, Calvert City; Guy
McCuistion, 1704 College Farm
Rd., Murray; Mrs. Brodie De. Kubrick honored
Myer, 307 Broach St., Murray;
HOLLYWOOD
(UPI) Mrs. Nora Broach, Rte. 3, Pur- The London Times named film
year, Tenn.; Janet Bamford, 316 director Stanley Kubrick among
South 13th, Murray, Faye Puck- the "1,000 makers of the 20th
ett, Rte. 1, Murray; Bobbie Fer- Century."
gerson, Box 211, Murray; Jerry
* * *
Wayne Dowdy, Rte, 2, Murray;
role
Guest
Marvin Harris, 1640 West Olive,
HOLLYWOOD
(UPI)
Murray, Danny Edmondson, Rte.
5, Murray; Kennith Ray Ahart, Elinor Donahue, former co-star
Rte, 1, Almo, Mrs. Ann Garris- of the "Father Knows Best'
on, 523 Broad St., Murray, Ray- series, will play a guest role in
mond Phelps, 410 South 8th, Mur- the new video comedy-drama
ray; David Overbey, Rte. I, Mur- "Mr. Deeds Goes to Town" which
stars Monte Markham.
ray.

Hospital Report
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DEAR ABBY: We hear so much these days about people
not wishing to get "involved," I want to tell you a true story.
My husband and I were driving on University boulevard
in Maryland. It was 2 p. m. and the temperature was in the
90's-and no shade. Our car blew a tire and the nearest
phone was>half-a-mile away.
While we waited for the service we had called this is
what happened: A teen-aged boy and girl offered to make a
call at a friend's home nearby. A lady returning home with
groceries took us to her home to check on the first phone
call. She sent me back to our car with a pitcher of ice water
for my husband. Her two teen-aged daughters stayed with us
until our car was fixed.
Two young men from Maryland's School Department
stopped, offering to change our tire.
Another man in a small service truck, going in the
opposite direction, turned around and asked if he could help
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By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR J. SCHWARTZ: Say,"Why should I have my nose
fixed? It runs all right."
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Is her doctor
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With Coupon And $5.00 Purchase.
Tobacco & Dairy Products Exc.
Void After Sept. 23rd.
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iVew Hearing System

Teaches Deaf Children New Way to Speak
By JAMES NEVIN MILLER
Central Press Association
Correspondent
NEW HAVEN. Conn. --Thanks to a new hearing system developed here and now
thoroughly tested at the famous
Kendall School for the Deaf in
WashingtOn, and five other
schools in Connecticut, Maine
and New York City, deaf children are learning a fascinating
new way to speak.
They simply imitate visual
patterns formed by their teacher's voice. System, called EFI
(named after the North Haven
company that developed it,
Electronic Futures, Inc.) permits hard-of-hearing youngsters
to listen and learn at their
maximum rates while developing proper voice modulation and
communicative skills.
A major reason the Kendall
School has been so interested in
EFI is that some 80 per cent of
its young students have some
residual hearing. Which means
a sensitivity to sounds within a
certain frequency range at sufficient volume.
• • •
child in New Haven is learning a brand new way to speak
THE NEW hearing system This deaf
imitates visual patterns formed by teacher's voice
simply
She
uses a hearing aid capable of
high magnification. Its micro- takes phonetic parts of speech used to advanage by Dr. Kenphone is connected by a snort spoken into a microphone dall is the overhead projector.
boom to a headset, and the (vowels, dipthongs, the difficult The teacher sits beside the promicrophone curves around the "sh" sound, as well as inflection jector, facing the class, and
front of the wearer's mouth.
and pitch) and translates them writes on the device's writing
The deaf child's words are fed into a dot of light on the oscil- surface. By means of mirrors,
lights and lenses, what he
back to him and he can hear loscme screen.
his own voice as well as the
"As the dot moves up, down writes is projected, greatly ejtteacher's instructions. The EFI and across the screen, it traces larged, on a screen behind him
also contains a radio receiver to a fluorescent pattern much like for the children to read.
• *
pick up and amplify the voice a graph, with the vertical axis,
of the teacher as it is broad- showing pitch, and the horizon-. BIG advantage of this method
cast on a special frequency by tel axis showing the time con- over the conventional blacka transmitter in the room.
sumed to speak the word or board "is that the teacher need
never turn his back on his stuAnother helpful device being phrase."
5, •
dents, a. special problem with
- used at the Kendall School isthe visual speech trainer which
THE TEACHER first speaks. deaf children because that acteaches deaf children to "hear" into the mike, then pencils in tion makes them tend to withthemselves speak by watching the pattern on a transparent draw and break the thread of
a dot of light bounce across the piece of plastic fastened in front' the lesson."
scre&i of an oscillograph. The of the tube. Whereupon, with
The overhead projector also
school is part of Washington's coaching and repeated effort, allows the teacher to mouth the
celebrated Gallaudet College for the deaf child tries to bring his words as he writes them so that
Deaf Students.
pattern as close to the teacher's the child, by reading his lips.
• • •
can grasp the connection beas possible.
BECAUSE the deaf child canIn this way the speech teach- tween the spoken and the writnot hear himself nor his teach- er, according to Dr. Behrens, ten word. With his free hand the
er his big handicap is his trouble "comes close to, restoring the teacher communicates his mean,in imitating the correct articu- deaf child's opportunity to learn ing by sign language.
pation of words and phrases.
In addition, each classroom at
by imitating, very much as a
For correcting the problem, child with normal hearing cor- Kendall uses a projector for film
,the head of the Kendall School, rects himself by listening to strips with captions. and a
movie projector. Both these are
inn Thomas Behrens, developed others."
!the visual speech trainer which
A new and effective electronic linked by remote control to the
he describes as "a device that teaching machine now beinWiAesscher's chair.
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I s minute. The best speeds
Kentucky potential
Baby food boom
ed by Communist China, 18,000 achieved by skilled manual sortF'RANKF'ORT, Ky. ((PI)
NEW YORK (UPI)-Three
tons, and France, 11,743 tons ers has been six cases a minute
Seventy thousand acres of po- ages of man-infants, young
through the coordinated efforts
* * *
tential river sites, much of it al- adults and senior citizens-are
of 10 persons.
ready with rail service and good keeping sales of glass-packed
Robot paper packer
* * *
roads, could be Kentucky's ans- baby foods booming.
PORTLAND, Conn. (UPI)wer to the burgeoning needs of
The Glass Con tainwe7 Manufac- Syria sets record
An automatic system to pack
new and expanding industry.
turers Institute says studies show in cotton exports
assorted colors of paper pro- Mexico City growth
The state will require a mini- that in the late 1950's the
DAMASCUS, Syria (UP!)mum of 20,000 acres of develop- "average" U.S. infant ate 480 Syrian cotton exports this yeat ducts, varying the mix as fast as
ed sites to meet the demands of jars of baby food annually, com- have reached a record level, a pro quarterback changes plays,
MEXICO CITY (UPI) - In
industry over the next 10 years. pared with about 570 jars today. according to the official Syrian has been developed here.
30 years Mexico City has grown
According to a report from from 1.7 million inhabitants to
Kentucky has a potential of addMeanwhile, weddings are on Arab News Agency (SANA).
ing 350,000 non-agricultural the increase, indicating a con- SANA said contracts for the engineers at Standard-Knapp div- 7.5 million. The city budget has
jobs to the Commonwealth's tinued rise in the baby-food-con- year ended July 31 totaled ision of Emhart Corp., as many inoreased in the same period
as six different colors of paper from $4.6 million to $242 mileconomy over the next decade, suming generation. And man 120,043 tons.
including 100,000 new jobs in...senior citizens find baby foods
Top importer was the Soviet.. towels or toilet tissues have been lion, according to the city treawell suited to their dietary needs. Union with 28,000 tons. follow- packed at speeds up to 12 cases surer's office.
mann facturing.
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By MR HELMER
WHEN Aaron Spelling was
looking around for a girl to
play Susan Bradley, the senator's daughter who is the diplomatic, go - between, mediator
type in the new ABC-TV series,
"The New People," he decided
finally on Tiffany Bolling—and
It was almost type-casting.
The slim, dark blonde Mis,Bolling, a one - time folk, jazz
singer and model with a few
tidy credits to her name, including an effective five-minute
scene in the film "Tony Rome,"
not only is a calm and reasonably thoughtful person, inclined
to settle disputes with a cup of
coffee rather than a saber, but
she sees all sides of the coin.
"Well, there's my taste in music," Tiffany says with a smile
"I think Nat Cole and Billif
Holiday were the greatest
and yet I just love the Beatles,
Aretha Franklin, the Fifth Dimension and the Mamas and
Papas, who represent a different time, a different kind of
bag, as it were."
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THAT shuttling back and
forth between two kinds of
worlds has been with Miss B.
most of her life. She is very
much with it clothes-wise and
phrase-wise, hip and up to date,
and yet while so many of her
contemporaries have been out
demonstrating and threatening
darkly to bring down the Establishment, she's been among
the adults, earning a buck. She
enjoys folk music, which is a
today sound, yet is impassioned
of the blues, which is a yesterday — and, of course, always —
sound.
"I don't know whether I have
much to do with it," she grins,
-*but the fact remains that on
the 'New People' set, it's just
one big family. No fights, no
competition, no scene-stealing.
We — the cast — even get together at each other's houses
in our spare time."

aust
loll
does
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pies.
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Call
Streo
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NET

17 OZ
EARLY
If you're tired of that gienerat•on-gap phrase, consider Miss
Bolling, who proceeds smooth y as if it never even existed.

of 25 or more, but the accent be a singer who says someis on the six fierce young ones. thing," she says, "like Billie
It's a 45-minute show, which is Holiday. Beautiful tone, pearthis season's TV twist.
shaped sounds --- they don't
Tiffany's the daughter of a mean anything if the singer
one-time radio-TV exec who doesn't get something across to
now runs a charter boat service the listeners."
• • •
in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., and
after attending school in Cali''I OWE a lot to my mother
fornia. Connecticut and Florida, and father," Miss Bolling says.
she started singing in coffee "They didn't shelter me. They
houses. Some TV commercials just said in effect, you want to
led to her doing light stunt sing? You want to act? Go
work—"that means I swam"— ahead and do your own thing.
in "Flipper," and the part (as a So I did, and I couldn't be happhoto girl) in "Tony Rome" led pier. Some day distant, what I'd
to a 20th Century film contract. like to do is produce entertainShe starrted in an as yet un- ing documentary films, which
• • •
titled Commonwealth United isn't necessarily as impossible
"NEW People" deals with a picture -- working title "The as it sounds."
half - dozen cultural exchange Fire Within"—that hasn't been
Tiffany lives by herself in a
students, being returned to the released, and she's done some rustic cabin - house near the
U.S. from Asia, whose plane guest shots on "Bonanza" and beach at Sant a Monica. She
crashes on a Pacific Island — "My Friend Tony." Tiffany still owns a couple of saddle horses,
where they promptly set up sings; she has her own publish- and sails—
she used to handle
their own thing, as far as goy- ing company, Tiffy Music, Inc., her family's
46 - foot yawl —
ernment and existence go. There and just cut a record, "Thank whenever she can. And she meare sonic "old" people who cur- God the War Is Oyer," for which ditates. It
seems to come naturVW* the crash, graying gaffers , she has high hopes. "I like to ally.
Distributed by King Features Syndicate
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TIMES -- MURRAY, KENTUCKY

YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK, Wyo.(UPI)-There's
more to protest at Yellowstone
National Park than gnats, and
bears that rummage through
food lockers.
For instance, a group appropriately called the Committee
for Repeal of Girls Curfew is
requesting park officials to abolish its 1 a.m. curfew for all fe
male employees.

growth
In
ITY (UPI)
ico City has grown
on inhabitants to
he city budget has
the same period
non to $242 milto the city trea-

WEDNESDA't
Girls protest curfew

SEPTEMBF.R 17 I969

Danish milk output
COPENH AG EN (UPI)-Danish milk production dropped 3
per cent during the first half of
1969 because of tight market
conditions in Europe. Output
totaled 5.7 billion pounds of
milk, butter, cheese and other
dairy products from 100,000
farms.

NEW YORK (UPI)- The
stock market's midweek reoound appeared to support the
SERVICES (*FIRED
thesis that the market is in a
Holbrook lands role
NEW ROOF EASY-Apply HyNICE SLEEPING rooms for
trading range, according to
(UPI) Elsa Plbnsted &visalt AlumiHOLLYWOOD
boys, one block from campus.
Shearson, Hammill & co. Most
num. Let us show you how easy
Holbrook,
Hal
actor
Character
Phone 753-6425 or 753-5082.
out
comes
that
news
bad
of the
Bowling celebrities
The three things to look for in buying a Color TV:
to apply, how it stops leaks and
Sept MC
who tours the country as Mark
"is relatively old hat" and the
(UPI)
HOLLYWOOD
does the job for only 3 cents a
1. SERVICE Bob Randolph.
good news so far has a habit of Don Adams, Michael Connors Twain, landed a top role in
NICE FURNISHED apartment
square foot. Ask about the spec2. PERFORMANCE - Only total automatic color on
Disney television's multiple-epias
rapidly
as
vanishing almost
for college boys. Phone 753and Bill Dana will appear in the
)3 gallon drum price. Hughcomedy, "I'll Trade You
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firm
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Elk."
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No Jobs to Small or Large
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S-18-C PROFESSIONAL residentlie Harris, North Lynnville, KY-, Two hours per day, five days high as 850 on the DJ before 17-Conjunction
OM OW DOOM°
18-Reverence
19-Without end
ROOMS for college boys. Air Sept. 20, 1969, 10 a. in. Mal1), per week, $50.00. ff you are running into resistance, this is 20
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ial painting. Brush, roll, sPreY- conditioned, private entrance,
UMM 00011 000
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HOT WATER heater, table top, President, Baker & Baker
5-184 Grove Road, Marion, Ky. 42064, the bond
Call 7534763.
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5-Bristle
to this assurance.
response
30 gal., $7.50; table, maple drop Employment Service, Inc.,
phone
S-19-C
865-3363.
935 J. C. Bradford Building,
leaf, and four chairs, $50.00;
Tenn.
37219.
typewriter and table, $12.50. Nashville,
Phone (615) 254-1272.
HOUSE TRAILER, 10' x 50',
Phone 489-2365.
S-18-C
two miles from Murray. Phone
753-6231.
S-18-P
PFA N UTS
GET LfOUR TEAM ORGANIZED,
THEN I COULD BRING Av.( TEAM
WANTED TO BUY
CHUCK
„,WE'LL PLAq NEXT WEEK
SLAUGHTER.
TO
OVER
FIJRNISHED HOUSE, ideal for
WANTED: Used practice Piano, four college boys, located at
Lap MANGLE YOU _WE'D 5TOMP
good condition. Call 753-482R 408 North 7th Street. Inquire
AND
ON Lea, AND CRu5H
S'""riat 410 North 7th Street or call
TRAMPLE YoU IN' THE 6RouN0;
louLD Lntir
Y.1isel1rIge-3827 after four P. M.
S-18-C
piano. Call during day 7531351,
night
753-4509.
5-18-C1
7-FOOT General Electric refrigerator. Apartment size TapSERVICES OFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
pan electric range. Phone 7536679.
S-18-P

READY TO BUY A COLOR TV?

BLACK TOP PAVING

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

LEACH'S MUSIC & T.V.

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502

t%

by Charles M. Schulz

Peanutso

FORTY ACRES of Kobe Jap
S-19-P
bay. Call 489-9691.
WOOD BURNING heater, AshS-19-P
ley. Call 753-8190.
12' z 52' GARNER mobile home
with washer and dryer and
completely carpeted. Phone 753S-19-P
6578.
DUO-THERM oil heater with
copper pipe and blower. In good
condition. Phone 435-4362.
S-19-P

"AUCTION"
Graduate Auctioneer - Licensed and Bonded
Kentucky and Tennessee. Call Paris 642 4543 COLLECT.
Booking AUCTIONS now in Kentucky. Let us come to
see you. Real Estate at Auction. Farm and Livestock
Sales, Antique Sales, Household and Estate Auctions,
Appraisals or Liquidations. Cut this AD out and keep it,
then call us any time. You'll be glad you did.
HASTINGS REALTY & AUCTION
Parts, Tennessee
Hullo V. Hastings, Realtor, Auctioneer
(WE SELL THE EARTH & WHAT'S ON

TWO MAUSER rifles, one with
scope mount and scope, all for
1966 FORD two-ton truck with
$150.00. Phone 436-2X/5 after
grain bed. Phone 753-1977.
6:00 p. as.
S-19-P
1967 AUSTIN-HEALY 3,093
WHITE CROWDEFi peas for
Mark III. White convertible,
freezing. Ready now. Phone mint condition. Will consider
489-2520.
1TC any reasonable offer. Phone
11-18-C
753-4996
TEN REGISTERED bulls out of
All
Prix.
Grand
1964
PONTIAC,
Preston ant! Eclipse. Will sell
clean
Extra
air.
and
power
by pound. New post hole digger. Phone 753-6102 or 753- $650.00 Phone 436-2323. 5-19-C
S-19-P 1962 IMPALA four door sedan,
5541.
six cylinder, automatic transELEC'TRIC refrigerator and gas mission, power steering and
range. Phone 753-6690. S-19-C brakes. Phone 7592838. S-19-P

Vrs

CARPET SALE!!
DISCONTINUED STOCK

Reg. '6.50

Sale '4.40

Reg.'6.99

Sale '4.50

Reg. '5.99
Reg. 84.99

Sale '3.90

by Ernie Busluniller
AW, I'M
NOT
SLEEPY

TURNOUT
THE LIGHT
AND COUNT
SHEEP

-'BEDROOM 10' x 50' house
trailer. Three blocks from college on private lot. Children
welcome. Call 753-7833 or 753&ITC
5709.

Abbie 'N Slats
HOUSE for college boys. Three
bedroms, living room, kitchen
and bath. Phone 753-3040.
S-23-NC
UNFURNISHED four-room apartment, electric hest. One
block from Murray State University. Phone 753-6102 or 7535-19-C
5541.

by R. Van Buren
VA 1911 ROLLS 1-10CE, ye
I 607 A LIST OF ALL THE PARTS)
SAY, LEMME SEE --USETA
'LL NEED TO PUT THIS OLD ROLLS
SHAPE,SUE. BE SOME 0' THAT JUNK
GS:
A4 LE
0RKIIN
WORKING
HOYCE INTO
(.....
LAVIN' AROUND.
GUESS I'LL HAVE TO VISIT EVERY
JUNK YARD WITHIN

fI

BEAGLE PUPS, 5 months old,
$15.00; also 8 foot pool table,
$65 00. Call 7538583 or 753S-19-F
1879 after 5:00 p. m.

by Al Capp
MOTTO IS"CLEANLINESS /5
- RA/ F/LTI-//n/E-5S,
8577E
BECUZ ITS A/4-ATERf1-

POSITION NEEDED

__-_,,1
FIRST COME - FIRST SERVED!!
All Sales Cash On Delivery

KEN-TEN BUILDING SUPPLY
207 Maple Street
PHONE 753 6583

THANKS

TAKE IT OFF MY
HANDS FOR FREE
AN' I'LL BE GRATEFUL
T' YA.

1957 MAGNOLIA 8' x 37' twobedroom mobile home. Air
conditioning included. Phone
S-19-C
753-2551.
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Convicted
Murderer
Escapes
EDDYV1LLE, Ky., Sept. 16A 28-year-old convicted murderer escaped from the maximum
security cell block of the Eddyvile State Penitentiary this
afternoon and is the object of
an area-wide search by police
officers.
Cline Brown, 28-year-old native of Eastern Kentucky, was
reported missing about 5:30
p.m. by prison officials.
Brown and Arnold Taylor were
convicted in Paducah by a McCracken Circuit Court jury on
Oct. 27, 1967 on charges of :nurtler and armed robbery. The
dbarges were the result of a
holdup and fatal shooting at
Hopewell's Liquor Store, 12th
& Park Ave., on May 12 of the
same year.
Charles Hogan, an employe of
the store, was fatally shot and
died 11 days later.
Brown and Taylor received life
terms on both counts.
An appeal by Brown is still
pending in the state's Court of
Appeals.
Commonwealth's Attorney Albert Jones of Paducah said
Brown and Taylor are considered "two of the most dangerous inmates at Eddyville."
Brown is 5-8, weighs about 155
pounds, has brown eyes and,
blond hair. At the time of his
escape, he is believed to have
been wearing a white T-shirt and
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SLIGHTLY DAMAGED MERCHANDISE IN FULL WARRANTY
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PHILCO COLfill TELEVISION
6262 BK CONTEMPORARY. Charcoal Black
Finish
Reg. $549.00
6205 WA CONTEMPORARY. Walnut
Reg. $629.95
65 CH FRENCH PROVINVIAL.
Cherry.
Reg. $749.95
KII SWA CONTEMPORARY.
Walnut, Swivel.
Reg $679.95

•

I 6509

Reg. $539.95 CONTEMPORARY. Walnut __ Reg. $439.95 5546 XMA A SPECIAL EARLY
AMERICAN MAPLE
Reg. $599.95.
11411 CN COLOR TELEVISION
Reg. $669.95 5102 WA PHILCO PORTABLE
COLOR TV
Reg. 1399.95 -

NOW $489.011
NOW $559.00
NOW $545.00

7 M SIDE BY SIDE. Frost Free,
Maker
Reg. $559.95
MEA SIDE BY SIDE. Frost Free,
Maker, Early American Design.
_ Reg. $699.95
RD 16 J 6 REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER.
Frost Free.
Reg. $399.95
16 RN 9 A REFRIGERATOR -FREEZER.
Frost Free, Ice Maker.
Reg. $599.95
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NOW $457.111
NOW $512.00
NOW $425.00
NOW $520.00

bum. I
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most

NOW $299.95
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PHILCO

PHILCO REFRIGERATORS

RT 17 H
Ice
RT 21H
Ice

Two T
Light,

- NOW $399.95 1 16 Rd 9 A REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER.
Frost Free, Ice Maker.
Reg. $499.95 RD 14 H7MDK REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER
- NOW $499.95
Frost Free, Ice Maker.
Reg. $399.95 RD 14 J 6 REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER
- NOW $299.95
Frost Free.
Reg. $349.95ND I4 J 2 REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER
- NOW $369.95
Reg. $299.95.
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NOW $325.00
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NOW 1289.95
NOW $259.95
NOW $219.95

PHILCO FREEZERS
FV 16 H 2 UPRIGHT 16 Cu. ft.
FV 16 NOV UPRIGHT 16 Cu. ft.
Frost Free
FH 15 H 5 CHEST FREEZER
15 Cu. ft.

KP 12 H 2 PHILCO PORTABLE DISHWASHER

I
Reg. $349.95 - NOW $269.95

$199.95

KDC S KITCHENAID PORTABLE DISHWASHER

$179.95

AM-FM WOOD CASE TABLE
RADIO
AM-FM ELECTRIC TABLE RADIO

$199.95

1 ONLY - NATIONAL DISPOSER

$29.95

2 ONLY - KITCHENAID DISPOSER

$39.95

P111160 BLACK I WHITE TV
$139.95
$119.95
1139.95
$149.95
$149.18
$ 99.95
$209.95
$199.95

r

DON'T MONKEY AROUND...

* ALL

Reg. $279.95 - NOW $219.95

P111160 ELECTRIC DRYERS

Reg. $29.95

NOW $22.50

DE 6 G 2 AUTOMATIC DRYER __ Rog. $m.'s - NOW $134.95
DE 6 G 4 AV CUSTOM AUTOMATIC

Reg. $49.95

NOW $36.00

Reg. $209.95 - NOW $168.95
DE 6 G 3 AUTOMATIC DRYER __ Reg. $199.95 - NOW
$149.95

Reg. $99.95 - NOW $54.95

NOW $69.95
NOW $79.95

1111160 ELECTRIC RANGES

4

r_711,

NOW $12.95
NOW $ 9.95

SOLID STATE CASSETTE
TAPE RECORDER
Reg. $99.95
TAPE PLAYER, AC or Battery ____ Reg. $109.95

FREE STAND WITH ALL PORTABLES!!

Reg. $249.95 • NOW $-119.15

Reg. $19.95
Reg. $16.95

P111160 PORTABLE TAPE RECORDERS
REEL TYPE AC or BATTERY

FOR°

CHEST FREEZZER
ft.
CHEST FREEZER
ft.

Reg. $39.95 - NOW $27.95
TRANSISTOR PORTABLE RADIO with
2 Short Wave Bands
Reg. $49.95 - NOW $24.95

FOOD WASTE DISPOSERS

3346 WA 19- PORTABLE
2732 WH 16" PORTABLE
3354 WA IV PORTABLE
35$0 WH 19" PORTABLE
3582 BE 19- PORTABLE
3556 MA 19- PORTABLE
4614 EA n- CONSOLE
4642 WA 23' CONSOLE

FH 15 H 5
1S cu.
FH 18 H 5
11 cu.

Reg. 1249.95 - NOW $199.95

TRANSISTOR PORTABLE RADIO
TRANSISTOR PORTABLE RADIO
AM-FM ELECTRIC TABLE RADIO

$99.95

KN 14 H 6 PHILCO BUILT-IN DISHWASHER

KD W 5 KITCHENAID PORTABLE DISHWASHER
with Maple Cutting Board Top

Reg. $219.95- NOW $229.95

PHILO RADIO SPECIALS

DISHWASHERS

40 SSEA 40 ELECTRIC RANGE
Reg. $219.95 - NOW $159.95 w.f.
34 SP7DKA W CUSTOM ELECTRIC
Reg. $299.95 NOW $199.95 w.t.
RANGE
SS30H3 34- RANGE with Self-Cleaning
--------Rag. $299.95. NOW 199.95 w.t.
OVEN
PHILCO RANGE
DELUXE
SS30H4 30'
Reg. $249.95 NOW $119.95 w.t.
S530H2DK 30- ELECTRIC RANGE
Reg. $219.95- NOW $159.95 w.t.
30 SCiA W ELECTRIC RANGE
Reg. $199.95 - NOW $129.95 w.t.
22 APARTMENT SIZE ELECTRIC RANGE
SPECIAL! $134.95 w.t.
- SEVERAL GOOD USED RANGE

IN

T

-

PHILCO RECORD PLAYERS
4-SPEED MANUAL RECORD PLAYER
Reg. $29.95 - NOW $24.95
4-SPEED MANUAL RECORD PLAYER
Reg. $29.95 - NOW $21.95
4-SPEED AUTOMATIC CHANGER
RECORD PLAYER
SPECIAL! $29.95
4-SPEED AUTOMATIC CHANGER
RECORD PLAYER
Reg. $44.95 - NOW $34.95
PORTABLE STEREO with SwIng-Out Speakers
and Drop-Down Turn Table + Frio
Electric Guitar
$69.95
PORTABLE STEREO with Swing-Out Speakers,
25 Watts, Drop-Down Turntable and Free
Electric Guitar
ALL FOR $99.95

PHILCO STEREO CONSOLES
1946 MCL REGENCY STYLING In Mahogany
and Matching Hardwood
Reg. $699.95 NOW $467.50
INS MA AMERICAN COLONIAL STYLING.
Maple.
Reg. $349.95 - NOW $276.011
1772 WA CONTEMPORARY STYLING.
Walnut.
Rog. $39.95 - NOW MOH
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Retired Farmer,

CADIZ, Ky., Sept. 16-Clyde
H. Hammonds, 22, of Eddyville
Rt. 1, was killed about 10 a.m.
today when logs he was unloading from a truck at Bailey Lumber Co. in Cadiz rolled off and
fell on him.
The Trigg County coroner has
not yet made a ruling on the
death.
The accident victim was a
member of Liberty Point Baptist Church.
Mr. Hammonds is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Sharon Kay
Wynn Hammonds; his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. George Hammonds; two brothers, Chappel
Hammonds of Evansville, Ind.,
and B. J. Hammonds of the U.S.
Navy stationed at San Diego,
Calif., and presently at home
on leave; and two sisters, Mrs.
Zelpha Mitchell and Mrs. Edith
Litchfield, both of Trigg County.
Funeral an-angements are incomplete. The body is at Goodwin Funeral Home.
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W. W. Futrell Sr.,

Lyon County
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Of Accident
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blue jeans, or a blue shirt and
jeans.
Hogan apparently tried to
challenge the ski-masked bandit who entered the liquor store
and accosted both Ifogan and
Mrs. Hallene Lucas, the cashier.
At least four shots were fired
by the robber inside the store.
About the time of the gunplk
inside, a second man was wounded slightly by a second gunman
outside as he tried to enter although warned not to.
Clinton Campbell, Paducah,
suffered only a flesh wound and
was released after treatment at
a hospital.
The holdup netted the bandits
about $40.

Dies At Cadiz
CADIZ, Ky, Sept 16-William
Wiley Futrell Sr., 78, a retired
farmer of Cadiz Rt. 5, died at
4:10 a.m. today in Trigg Count}
Hospital.
He is survived by four sons,
Walter Futrell of Cadiz, Jesse
Alonzo and William W. Futrell
Jr., both of Trigg County, and
John Futrell of Nashville. Tenn.;
three daughters, Mrs. Andy
Hutchinson of Hopkinsville, Mrs.
Lennis Hutchinson and Mrs.
Charles Freeman, both of Trigg
County; two brothers, Joe Futrell of Akron, Ohio, and Finis
Futrell of Trigg County; four
sisters, Mrs. Hugh Dunn and
Mrs. Sally Joiner, both of Trigg
County, Mrs. Monroe Gordon of
Hopkinsville, and Mrs. Lena
Dunn of Akron, Ohio; and 12
grandchildren.
Funeral services are scheduled at 2:30 p.m. Wednesday at
Goodwin Funeral Home. Plomer
Hunter and Rodney Cheatham
will officiate.
Burial will be in Lancaster
Cemetery.
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